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EDITORIAL

philosopher because in this way it
waspreserving its "democratic or-
der."

The Fascist Sophistry Inshort, Aspen Institute,
" Princeton University, and New

York Times, have once again de-

Of Harper's Magazine clared war on Plato and have hiredone of the oldest whores of rheto-

ric and sophistry in the republic, I.
As SOON ASthe notorious Aspen equately contained to the point F. Stone, to do the hatchet job:
Institute saved Harper's magazine where high-:minded republican-
from bankruptcy by direct corpo- ism of Plato's vintage would never WE OF THE EDITORIAl.board of
rate takeover, it immediately put again disturb the still waters of the the Campaigner, are having more

that old spinster of literary saga- l?!gsty into which I. F. Stone and than a little trouble suppressing a
zines to work full-time slandering ms patrons were attempting to wicked little smile of Satisfaction
Plato and the Platonic philosoph- turn the United States. General in noting these proceedings. After
ical outlook. The matter surfaced MacArthur had been crushed. The all, why all this hue and cry about
when Aspen, the new managers of life went out of the good elements Plato at the Aspen Institute? Why
Harper's, commissioned the an- in the Eisenhower administration all this panic about Plato at
cient rhetorician and sophist after the U-2 incident. Elections Princeton University? And why is
Mr, I. F. Stone to write an attack were stolen and electorates de- the editorial board of the New

against Plato's political philoso-, frauded. Longstanding republican York Times trying to execute Soc-
phy, with the title "Plato's Ideal institutions in the Congress of the rates one more time?
Bedlam." Old timers might frown United States were corrupted, de- Take a cursory look at the
with the very idea: I. F. Stone stroyed, or watergated. Pornog- board of trustees of Aspen Insti-
writing on Plato? Not only. He is raphy and banality ofI. F. Stone's tute, Princeton, Prudential, and
in fact attacking Plato for harbor- variety proliferated all through the New York Times. You need go
ing alleged dictatorial proclivities, the land. And I. F. Stone did not no further to find the core of the

But how could I. F. Stone be touch on the subject of philosophy financial oligarchy--some call it
engaging in such enterprises? This through all these serene and felic- "the Eastern Establishment"
very pamphleteer made a laughing itous years, which privately controls a 1arge
stock of himself back in the 1940s Then all of a sudden, wham! portion of American industry and
when he fired off polemics against I.F. Stone begins to write and finance and which, hp until last
General Douglas MacArthur, on lecture on the subject of Plato's year's presidential election, con-

charges that the general was at- philosophy, and specifically on the trolled virtually a!l of policy mak-
tempting to unjustly introduce de- contention that Plato s philosoph- ing in this nation.
mocracy into then-occupied Ja- ical system is the breeding ground What a pity that this mighty
pan, allegedly because I. F. Stone's of tyranny and dictatorship. He is financial oligarchy could find no
spies had caught the general car- sponsored by Princeton Universi- better qualified champion against
rying a copy of Plato's Republic ty, which is the privately owned Plato than that wretched, retread-
under his arm while in Tokyo. think tank of Prudential Insurance ed old whore, I. F. Stone!

Company, to deliver the annual For the reader, three questions
MANY YEARS HAVE passed since William Kelly Prentice Classics are of interest in this matter of
then. Japan, to I. F. Stone's great lecture, calumniating Plato, the now-surfacing public calumnia-
chagrin stopped being an occupied "dictator."The New York Times tions of Plato. First, what is the
country, and has managed to put Sunday Magazine hosts another motive of I. F. Stone's patrons?
together some semblance of re- scandalous I. F. Stone special, the Second, what is I. F. Stone's argu-
publican order--also to I. F. retread of the old calumniation of sent against Plato? Third, why
'Stone's chagrin. Stone and his se- Socrates, arguing that Socrates, were Mr. Stone's patrons unable
ditious Weekly did not engage when executed, got his just re- to find a better spokesman for
much in philisophical matters. He wards from the "great Athenian their cause against Plato?

•and his patrons rested assured that democracy" which presumably On the motive: beginning in
issues of philosophy had been ad- acted wisely in assassinating the 1978, the Campaigner, in a ground-

i,
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breaking, historical piece, "The of originality. I. F. Stone certainly reading of Plato's dialogue Politeia
Secrets Known Only To The In- has been putting on the airs of a (referenced by Stone as The Re-
ner Elites" by Lyndon H. La-j "classical scholar" recently, with public), will show "Plato's ideal
Rouche, Jr., identified Plato, his pretentions to "original contribu- state to be a totalitarian night-
philosophy, his politicalnetworks, tions." What a loathsome, dis- mare." This is so, according to
and his successors as the single gusting fraud. Stone, because Plato argues that
most important thread in the evo- What I. F. Stone, the poseur, the "second best state" would be
lution of mankind's republican is passing on as his "original in- that which is governed by leaders
faction down to the founding of sights," namely that Plato was the who have mastered the science of
the American Republic. philosopher of tyranny, dictator- justice, virtue, and "the good,"

Subsequent studies, research ship, and arbitrary power, are the three terms which-for Plato are
monographs, and other reports self-same standard slanders that synonymous.
published in this magazine further were leveled against Plato during I.F. Stone's counterargument
substantiated LaRouche's histori- his lifetime. They constituted the (and that of all his predecessors
cal thesis. The case was conclu- background "buzzing" gossip including Aristotle) is that such a
sively proven. In 1979 and 1980 which surrounded Socrates' legal state governed by such "philoso-
LaRouche conducted a unique lynching. They werelater picked pher-kings" would be a "totali-
presidential campaign which was up by the unscrupulous fraud Ar- tarian nightmare" because pre-
the cause of great grief among istotle, later by the dictator Sulla sumably there can be no agree-
most of Mr. I. F. Stone's patrons, in Rome, as well as by the Ptole- ment on what is "the good." Dif-
An actual Platonic republican mies of Egypt, the Emperor Justi- ferent people have different ideas
movement was once again afoot nian, the Dominicans, the Jesuits, about what "good," "virtue,"
in the land. And that is what and so on down the line to the and "justice" are, and anyone at-
caused the alarums to go off at the wretched Karl Popper in recent tempting to educate civilized so-
rarified heights of'Aspen, Prince- years. I. F. Stone's self-serving ciety around an ecumenical con-
ton, the New York Times and the claims to "originality" are the sort cept of "good," must be suspect
recently bought-offHarper's, of fraud that can only work on of "totalitarian proclivities." If

On I. F. Stone's argument: The people whose intellectual fare such a person threatens to be suc-
uninitiated among those who read doesn't go beyond Sesame Street cessful in educating society on
I. F. Stone's written attacks against and Charlie's Angels. what "the good" is, he must re-
Plato or attended his Princeton ceive the treatment that Socrates

lectures might imagine that his To RECAPITULATEthe issues of suffered. He must be lynched in
allegations that "Plato was a dic- argument involved: I. F. Stone, in the name of the philosophical
tator" and that "Platonic philoso- his Harper's magazine article "Pla- principle that "truth is absolutely
phy breeds tyranny" have the ring to's Ideal Bedlam," claims that a unknowable."

Ironically, I. F. Stone's argu-
ment against Plato, happens to be
the refutation of I. F. Stone's very

The Truth About Plato own argument. The argument has
the following form:

with Part I of Charles Tate's "The Truth About Plato," the
MAJOR PREMISE:If there exists no

Campaigner overturns twenty-five centuries of slanders against "objective truth," then Plato's
the great philosopher and political leader. The story of Plato's proposal of ruling society ac-
life work as the chief strategist of a Mediterranean-wide anti- cording to "objective truth" is
oligarchist leadership is set down here for the first time. a concealed proposal for a "to-

The liberals' lie that humanism leads to fascism, so often talitarian nightmare."
leveled against Plato, is also torn apart in this issue. Helga Zepp- MINOR PREMISE:There exists no

LaRouche reports in an interview that the Humanist Academy's "objective truth."
recent conference on "Friedrich Schiller and Today's Culture" CONCLUSION:Plato's proposal of
demonstrated that only a fight for the restoration of classical art ruling society according to "ob-
and culture can rid us of the Aquarian kookery that must be jective truth" is a concealed
buried along with the Carter administration. _proposal for a "totalitarian

nightmare."
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EDITORIAL EXHIBITS

Continuedfrom page3
What we can say to all of this,

of course, is that I. F. Stone sup-
plies the recommendation that
"there exists no objective truth."
For Mr. Stone to be personally
consistent with his own argu-
ments, he must agree that his own
very writing on Plato is not taint-
ed by that to which he denies
existence, namely truth. Which
proves our case that I. F. Stone is
deliberately, consciously, and un-
abashedly once again lying in
public.

IF THE READER WISHES to obtain

complete satisfaction on this mat-
ter, he or she is advised to spend
an enjoyable and profitable eve-
ning reading Plato's Politeia (the The work of Alexander'smetalsmiths:a quiver
Republic), where it will be found town (above).

that Plato and Socrates' argument
in favor of the rational state begins
with a passionate argument against
the "totalitarian nightmare" of LETTERS
one Thrasymachus who in thedia- little bit about the evolution of
logue plays a role identical with Judaism.

that of I. F. Stone. Thrasymachus Philo ¢_, That Philo gave a Neoplaton-
argues vehemently that "might ic slant to Judaism is true. That he
makes right" and he praises the Anti-Semitism was a rabbiisblatantanachronism.
opinions of the powers that be of And that he rejected the laws of
his day he is an apologist of the Dear Mr. Burdman" the Pentateuch and substituted for
Aspen Institutes and Prudentialin- Thank you very much for them a more "spiritual" form of
surance companies of his day. So sending me the June, August, and Judaism merely proves that your
with I. F. Stone, the rabble-rous- November issues of Campaigner. expert, Mr. Dreyfuss, who is
ing Thrasymachus of our day. As someone whose field of trying to overwhelm his readers

Plato also had another person- expertise is not politics, I am some- with learned footnotes, is quite
al remark about the person of i.F. what bewildered by the system of unfamiliar .with Philo's On the Mi-
Stone, one of the typical speci- interlocking conspiracies through gration of Abraham, 83-93. In that
mens of the tribe of orators. Let us which your journal attempts to passage, Philo does indeed de-
end with this quote from Gorgias: explain both past cultural history scribe the position outlined by Mr.

"Orators and tyrants have the and present-day realities. Dreyfuss. But Philo emphatically
very least power in our cities, as I But I was interested to see that rejects that position--just as he
stated just now, because they do the Rabbi (sic) Philo Judaeus, equally emphatically rejects the
practically nothing dictated by whom you had mentioned in your position of those Jews who are only
their rationally informed will, but article, figures elsewhere as well, concerned with outward forms.
only do things on the impulse of both in the editorial of Mr. Lyn- I am, however, intrigued by
their mere opinion." don LaRouche and in the article the fact that people at the Cam-

I. F. Stone, just like the ty- by Mr. Robert Dreyfuss in the paigner feel impelled to make so
rants, is not his own man. August 1980 issue. While I dis- much of this Hellenistic Jew. Is it

claim expertise in the political in order to be able to claim that
--Criton Zoakos realm, I do claim to know just a "one of their best friends" was a
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Still in Search of
Alexander the Great
The Search for Alexander exhibi- fabrications, the greatness of the
tion presently open for public man known as Alexander and his
viewing at the National Gallery achievements do indeed shine.
of Art in Washington, D.C. is When I finally made my way
appropriately named. If one were in, I was seated in a large theater
to accept the explanation of the to view an introductory film. I
Alexander the Great phenonmena was convinced I was in the wrong
that this exhibition supplies, it place. The opening scenes of the
would be a search that would go film axe from the popular movie
on for all eternity. The Black Stallion and focus on a

The tapes and films that ac- wild horse galloping around a
company the exhibition are the corral. There are also shots from a
most incredible pile of rubbish comic strip by the same name.
imaginable. Despite this, the ex- All of this is to prepare the

ofgildedsilver(left), depictingthesackofa hibition is well worth the trip viewer for the introduction to
because, through all the lies and Alexander. Actually, it's not an

first century Jew? Is it to defuse the the fact that Mr. Lansky is still odd thing to impute to a journal
possible accusation that the Cam- trying to get over there. I am not that has been at the forefront of
paigner might be, if not anti-Semi- persuaded that the government of reviving the ecumenical Judaism
tic, at least anti-Judaic? the State of Israel--which, when that was buried and suppressed by

God knows I hold no brief for the proper occasion arises, I feel Philo's Aristotelian enemies over
the Zionists or for the ADL, I free to criticize with the best of the past several centuries. Indeed,
believe that one can be anti-Zion- the Campaigner's authors is in- all of us would probably know a
ist without at the same time being volved with the Mafia or with the great deal more about the true
anti-Semitic. But I cannot get international drug traffic, nature and origins of anti-Semi-
away from the impression" that And, when the ADL feels un- tism if a full investigation were
there is something of the smell of easy about The Merc!_antof Venice carried out into who suppressed
the "Protocols of the Elders of and is afraid of anti-Semitic reper- Philo. That would reveal an inter-
Zion" about the journal's refer- cussions, I may indeed not share esting antihumanist conspiracy of
ences to Jews. Yet this may be due the ADL's hypersensitivity; but I the first order!

' to the fact that the journal goes in also know that the ADL is basing Beyond this, other ironies in
for "conspiratorial" explanations its fears and its actions upo n unfor- Dr. Petuchowski's letter are on
in general, and need not represent tunate precedents which do exist, more dangerous terrain.
a special animus against Jews. I Sincerely yours, It is emphatically not the. case
will admit that. Still, there are Prof.JakobJ. Petuchowski that the ADL's operations against
always different ways of looking Cincinnati, Ohio The Merchant of Venice represent
atone and the same phenomenon, any legitimate Jewish concern

For example, the fact that Mr. Burdman replies: about the plays of Shakespeare or
hitherto Mr. Lansky has been re- Of course, the main implica- any other ostensible'threat to Jews.

fused permission to reside in the tion in Dr. Petuchowski's letter is While there may be honest indi-
State of Israel, in spite of Israel's that the Campaigner is highlighting viduals in the ADL or the B'nai
"Law of the Return," I find to be Philo to cover up an "anti-Judaic" B'rith, the ADL's investigative, or

. a much more significant fact than bias. This is, to say the least, an Continuedonpage63
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EXHIBITS
introduction to Alexander at all, shorter period of time than did triumphed as much by his wits as
but to his horse Bucephalus. The Alexander! by his army. The great stories of
film would lead one to believe When I made my way pastthe Alexander's India campaign were
that Alexander's greatest achieve- films and explanations and into the famous battles against the ele-
ment was breaking this wild stal- the exhibition itself I started to phants. Alexander's men had hey-
lion! have some fun. I would have had er seen elephants before and fled

What does it say of Alex- more fun if I had not taken along from them in terror. Alexander
ander? It says that be was educated the tape-recorded guided tour reassembled his men and bade
by his lifelong friend Aristotle (a provided by the gallery, them construct great iron horhes,
lie--Aristotle was his mortal ene- which they filled with explosi_ees
my and probably killed him)and Alexander in History that forced the frightened ele-
that after the tragic death of his The first room of the exhibition phants to retreat.
father Philip of Macedon (also a explores the image of Alexander Marble and bronze portraits
lie--Philip's death was no trage- reveal the wide scope of artistic
dy, and there is strong evidence to treatment given Alexander. The
suggest that Alexander himself objects present him in human roles
was involved in Philip's assassina- such as hunter, warrior, and heroic
tion) Alexander, aged 19, pressed ruler. In others, he lends his fea-
ahead with' Philip's plan to con- tures to the gods. In the better
quer Persia, Egypt, and Asia. portraits, Alexander's gaze is al-

ways directed to the heavens, from

Alexander: Legend or Fact? _,_ which he was said to have been
The film explores what it describes . the recipient of divine inspiration.
as "the world's persistent fascina- ',
tion with Alexander and the leg- War on Aristotle
ends which surround him." The It is very amusing to listen to the

_6 99.

content of the legend . That . taped tour guide, who is com-
Alexander civilized men by build- The headof a satyr in relief at the pletely hysterical about Alex-
ing cities, that wherever his armies bottomof a goblet, ander's proclamation on the return
marched they were followed by of the exiles which was read at the
educators who implemented his through history. During the Eu- Olympic Games of 324 B.C. It is

program for the rapid introduc- ropean Renaissance, Alexander in this proclamation that Alex-
tion of Greek science and culture was regarded as the model human- ander, in a neat and ruthless pack-
throughout the world. This, of ist prince. Louis XIV saw him as a age, declared open war on Aris-
course, is no legend but was in fact ruthless leader, but also as a leader totle and the high priests of the
Alexander's program. But the film of great compas.sion and benevo- cult of Apollo. Alexander thus
contends that the legend may have lence. Louis modeled his own dispelled once and for all any fan-
blurred the reality, court after Alexander's gathering tasies the cult might have still held

The reality behind the legend together of the greatest scientists, regarding Alexander's willingness
of Alexander is found, according poets, and philosophers of theday, to go along with the notorious
to this exhibition, in the achieve- I learned that during the Middle Isocrates plan of his father, a bal-
ments of Philip of Macedon. Phil- Ages, Alexander was regarded as ance of power scheme for the sta-
ip, we are told, established stabili- the greatest explorer of all history, bilization of oligarchical rule both
ty, security, and unification in Legend had it that Alexander had east and west of the Euphrates.
Macedonia with the help of the explored every corner of the earth Instead, Alexander abolished the
priests of Apollo and he would and heavens, that he flew so high oligarchical regimes in the Ionian
have forged his own empire had he saw God and God told him to cities and ordered the restoration
he lived. It is contended that be-_ return to earth to serve man. of the old republican constitu-

cause Philip was a stronger and Alexander was a hero to the tions. He also declared his inde-
more seasoned leader than his son_ Persians in the time of ibn Sina, pendence from the Congress of

he probably could have achieved and was known as Iskandh. Is- Corinth, the cult's treaty organi-
the building of his empire in a kandh was seen as a leader who Continuedonpage57
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Carl Sagan's
Kook COSMOS

by Robert Zubrin

At first glance, the spectacular- praised editorially by such presti-
ly popular Public Broadcast- gious Eastern Establishment out-

ing Service's series Cosmos appears lets as the New York Times, Wash-
to be a major development for ington Post, and Christian Science
U.S. popular science education. Monitor. PBS even took the un-
The 13-part TV series, hosted by preccdented step of publicizing
college professor and astrophysi- the series through commercial tel-
cist Carl Sagan, takes the viewer evision advertisements in an effort
on a tour ranging from the history to reach beyond the usual educa-
of science to present-day theories tional-TV viewing audience.
about Mars, Venus, stars, galaxies, It doesn't take all 13 install-
and cosmology in general. It has ments, however, to discover that
been turned into the best-sdling Cosmos is promoting something
hardcover book of 1980, and been else besides science. This some-

6
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thing else may be seen during any expression of mankind's moral of Mars, 'telescopes, or laboratory
of the series' abundant weird epi- commitment for human progress coats. All existing scientific
sodes that feature dolphins jump- through mastery of the natural knowledge is subject to being su-
ing to the music of Wagner's Val- universe--Cosmos proposes an up- perceded by new discoveries, and
kyries, psychedelic "galaxies and dated, 1980-style "Aquarian" ver- the artifacts and apparatus of sci-
fantastic artist-conception futurol- sion of science based on touchy- ence are' still more ephemeral.
ogical drawings, singing whales feely environmentalist irrational- What is real, what is permanent
and Hindu gods--all accompanied ism. It is not surprising, therefore and essential about science, is not
by Carl Sagan's queer, twilight- to learn that this sophisticated me- specific discoveries, but the meth-
zone verbal delivery. That some- dia extravaganza was funded by od by which discoveries are made
thing else is mysticism, the same Aquarian Conspiracy and can continue to be made. This

An examinatiori ofthecontent kooks, like the Aspen Institute's creative, scientific method, called
of the series will convince you that Robert O. Anderson, who created the method of hypothesis, was de-
Carl Sagan's Cosmos is aimed at the environmentalist movement veloped (as far as our historical
destroying the comprehension and through institutions like the Club knowledge can currently confirm)
trust m ,real science among the of Rome, Friends of the Earth, in ancient Greece, and was sum-
broadest possible laye r of the U.S. World Wildlife Fund, and marized in its most elaborated and
population. In place of real sci- WorldWatch Institute. explicit form in Plato's dialogue
ence--which has always been an Timaeus.

The Essence of Science The core of this method is the
The essence of science is not exist- belief that the laws of the devel-

ing scientific information, nor is it opment of the universe are coher-
scientific artifacts such as pictures ent with the human mind's own

Torn from the pages of

Cosmos: examples of Carl

Sagan's cultural relativism.

From rli¢ht, a Shakespeare

first folio is equated to an

Indonesian astrological
calendar, a universe dotted
like Su,iss cheese with "black

holes," and the "close

relatives, an oak tree and a
human."

Firs_ folio title page of Shakespeare's
Works, published in London, 1623. :_'_'"

Indonesian Palintangatanastrologicalcal-
endar, printed on linen in Bali, nineteenth Infinite ,_sion. A rcprtsentationof the _ from one univem to

i:entury, the next h_er universe in a Cosm_ with an infinite rtg,nma:m d
unive_es. Neither universe is ours. PaintingbyJon[.,oathe_.

Close relatives: an oak tree and a human.
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notion of lawfulness, so that the

truth of the universe is fundamen- t,

tally knowable to man. As Plato's Hoked Up Hypoth esfollower, the great Renaissance as- - eS
trophycist Johannes Kepler put it,
"Geometry is one and eternal, a A good example of Carl Sagan's habit of mixing kookery with
reflection out of the mind of God. science to totally confuse his audience is the discussion of the
That mankind shares in it is one Tunguska Event in 1908 which appears on page 75 of Cosmos,
reason to call man an image of the hardcover book version of his television series. Concerning
God." The human mind, being the Tunguska comet, Sagan writes: "Some scientists have sug-
fundamentally perfect, is capable gested that it was caused by a piece of hurtling antimatter,
of understanding the plan order- annihilated on contact with the ordinary matter of the Earth,
ing the heavens, disappearing in a flash of gamma rays. But the absence of

Now, watch what Cosmos radioactivity at the impact site gives no support to this explana-
does. Sagan adopts a consistent tion. Others postulate that a mini black hole passed through the
form ofdistortionin order to focus Earth in Siberia and out the other side. But the records of

the audience away from the co- atmospheric shock waves show no hint of an object booming out
herence of man's mind with the of the North Atlantic later that day. Perhaps it was a spaceship of
astrophysical phenomena being some unimaginably advanced extraterrestrial civilization in des-
presented. This is best indicated by perate mechanical trouble, crashing in a remote region of an
the TV show's th_me song, a "hi1- obscure planet. But at the site of the impact there is no trace of
lions and billions and billions" such a ship .... There seems to be only one explanation consist-
litany heard over and over again ent with all the facts: In 1908 a piece of a comet hit the Earth."
by viewers. For all man's science,
proclaims Sagan, he is but a speck
of dust in the vastness of the cos-

mos, while an artist's conception planation--except perhaps if you pressed in the works of Plato, Ke-
of galaxies without end swirls by accept extraterrestrial superbeings pier or Leibniz. In discussing ques-
on the screen. Suddenly, we see or Zen Buddhist ramblings as tions like the time-space contin-
Sagan sailing through space in a plausible scientific hypotheses, uum in Einstein's relativity the-
flying saucer, his hypnotic voice Sagan is not the first "scien- ory, or the currently over-popular
assuring us that somewhere out in tist" to suffer from this problem, subject of "black holes," Sagan
this vastness there exists other life, Isaac Newton, who denied man's takes advantage of the fact that

perhaps superior civilizations, po'wers of mind or soul in his these cannot be comprehended in
trying to communicate with us, famous refusal to "make by- Newtonian terms to present them
visit us--or perhaps they already potheses," spent his life plagariz- as paradoxical gobbledygook. His
have .... Soon, the vivid colors mg and banalizing the original conclusion is that here science
of _the artist's drawings begin work of Johannes Kepler and must leave off and black magic
twisting, growing, shrinking, Gottfried Leibniz, s_nce he could take over.
changing colors, like the halluci- not share in their method of crea- For instance, Sagan presents a
nations of an LSD acid trip. tive discovery. It was discovered conventional account of British

Sagan's fascination with infi- in this century that Newton, like scholar Edwin Abbott's book Flat-
'nite collections of things--aided today's Aquarian kooks, engaged land, a fictional two-dimensional
somewhat by the large scale of in black-magic cult practices dur- world consisting of a plane inha-
astrophysical phenomena and ing the very period of his life he bitated by little triangles and
reinforced through the use ofpsy- supposedly devoted to science, squares, to whom our three-di-
chedelic images--belies the deeper Just such hostility to a universe mensional universe would be to-
scientific fallacy which Sagan's knowable by human reason runs tally unknowable. He then says
nightmare embodies. Sagan, like through Sagan's discussions of that the general theory ofrelativi-
environmentalist kooks generally, modern astrophysics--particularly ty implies that the cosmos may be
is terrified of nature because he where the phenomena in question four-dimensional in nature, and
cannot grasp the self-ordering cannot be comprehended in New- that we are merely three-dimen-
processes governing its develop- tonian terms as collections ofiso- sional "flatlanders." This could
ment. What Sagan cannot uncle- lated things but require the higher mean trouble. For, "if a fourth-
stand, he asserts, must have no ex- methodological standpoint ex- dimensional creature existed it
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could, in our three-dimensional may be small black holes in the recomposes himself, and begins
universe, appear and dematerialize solar neighborhood. Poised at the again to dream the great cosmic
at will, change shape remarkably, edge of forever, we would jump dream. Meanwhile, elsewhere,
pluck us out of locked rooms and off...." there are an infinite number of
make msappear from nowhere. It In other words, to explore other universes, each with its own
could also turn us inside out!" other universes, try some LSD. god, dreaming the cosmic dream.

Once the viewer has ac- Or, if this does not work, there is "These profound and lovely

quiesed to this incomprehensible always Hinduism: images are, I like to imagine, a
nonsense, Sagan leads him "The Hindu religion is the kind of premonition of modern
through a host of speculations only one of the world's great faiths astronomical ideas... It is by no
concerning such an / utterly chi- dedicated to the idea that the cos- means clear that the cosmos will
merical universe: "We have pre- mos itself undergoes an immense, continue to expand forever... If
viously mentioned the possibility indeed a infinite, number of deaths there is more matter than we can
of wormholes to get from one and rebirths... There is the deep see--hidden away in black holes,
place to another in the universe and appealing notion that the uni- say.., then the universe will hold
without covering the intervening verse is but the dream of a god togethe r gravitationally and par-
distancemthrough a black hole. who, after a hundred Brahma take of a very Indian succession of
We can imagine these wormholes years (each 8.64 billion years cycles, expansion followed by
as tubes running through the long), dissolved himself in a contraction, universe upon uni-
fourth physical dimension. We do dreamless sleep. The universe dis- verse, cosmos without end."
not know that such wormholes solves with him--until after an- Given Sagan's rejection of the

exist. [Then why so speculate?-- other Brahma century, he stirs, method of hypothesis, it is wholly
RZ] But if they do, must they to be expected that he present the
always hook up with another history of scientific development
place in our universe? Or is it with the aim of obliterating Plato
possible that wormholes connect and the Platonic tradition. Con-
with other universes, places that _ Jimmy CfLrtcr cerning Plato, Sagan says, "Plato

would be otherwise forever inac- Quotes Sagan . .. actually used the metaphor of
cessible to us? For all we know, slavery to connect his politics with

• his cosmology.. In the suppres-
there may be many other univers- Shortly after Jimmy Car-es.... " sion of facts, the sense that science

ter delivered his January should be kept for a small elite, the
It is interesting to note at this 14 "Farewell Address," in distaste for experiment, the em-point that the picture of someone which he called for con-

brace of mysticism, and the easy
leaping through a wormhole into tinuing his antinuclear acceptance of slave societies, they
another universe--amply illustrat- and environmentalist pol- [Plato and Pythagoras] set back
ed by Sagan in a drawing that icies, it was made public the human enterprise." (Here Sa-
looks like a vast hallucenogenic that significant portions ,gan s use of the recently resuscitat-
Swiss cheese--bears a striking re- had been drawn word for ed "Plato is a totalitarian" slander
semblance to the code-phrase "en- word from episode 13 of serves the broader aims of his As-

try point" amongst Aquarian gu- Carl Sagan's Cosmos, in- pen Institute backers.)
rus. The "entry point" is the point eluding, for example, the Since Kepler is widely known
at which, having been softened up notable poetic image of as the father of modern astrophys-by today's drug culture, a former- "one World War Two a

ly normal person is ready to take second, for the length of a ics, it is easier for Cosmos to mis-,, represent Kepler's method than to
the plunge into the new universe lazy afternoon, slander him outright. Sagan ac-
of environmental consciousness. Prior to his presiden-"What would those other tually goes so far as to assert that

cy, Carter's aquaintance Kepler made his discoveries byuniverses be like?" asks Sagan. with extraterrestrial life
rejecting the Platonic tradition in

"Would they be built on different was limited to his own favor of the empiricism of Francis
laws of physics? ... To enter claimed personal encoun-
them, we would somehow have Bacon and Newton. For, accord-

ter with a flying saucer ing to Sagan, "Kepler was shaken
to penetrate a fourth physical di- several years back in at being compelled to abandon his
mention--not an easy undertak- Plains, Georgia.
ing, surely, but perhaps a black faith in the Divine Geometer ...
hole would provide a way. There it was entirely obvious to Kepler
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Eru_>lopaediaGahu:tica + _13

More Cosmos kookery: left, "computer summaries" of

extraterrestrial civilizations, and man finds his place in

"the great chain of being."

that the Earth, wracked by wars,
pestilence, famine and unhappi-
ness, fell short of perfection.., if
the plan&s were imperfect, why
not their ,orbits as well? He tried
various ovallike curves, calculated
away.., and monttis later in some

[

desperation tried the formula for
ll'p "an e 1 se. The Great Chain M Being Between arums and snowflakes on the scale of the very small and suns and galaxies on the

Thus Sagan stands Kepler on _ai_ <ifthe ver_, large, humans are growing to con',ckmsness of our place in the Cosmos. Painting by kin Lomberg.

his head. In the same vein he dis-

misses Archimedes, ibn Sina, Ni-
cholas of Cusa, Leibniz, Gauss,
and Bernhard Riemann--that is,

every Platonist whose scientific among the most prominent and Atlantic Richfield Company
contribution laid the groundwork influential American opponents of and its top officers Anderson and
for modern civilization, scientific, technological, and cul- Bradshaw have been particularly

tural progress, active in the environmentalist ef-
Sagan's Financial Angels Since the mid-1960s, the poll- forts of the Aquarian conspirators.
The Cosmos series was funded cy faction of which Anderson and Anderson personally funded the
through a grant to the Public Bradshaw are members has been first Earth Day in 1971, and per-
Broadcasting System of more than committed to the success of what sonally gave $200,000 to create the
$1 million from the Atlantic Rich- insiders termed the Aquarian con- Friends of the Earth organization
field Company (ARCO). The spiracy. The Aquarian conspiracy, as a "grassroots" opposition to
policy makers at Atlantic Rich- which ran the antiwar, environ- technological progress.
field, Chairman Robert O. An- mentalist, and drug and rock Both Anderson andBradshaw
derson and President Thornton counterculture movements of the are leaders of the Aspen Institute
Bradshaw, are not"industrial cap- past two decades, is committed to for Humanistic Studies. Aspen
italists" concerned to promote sci- deindustrializing America to prides•itself on originally creating
entific progress and applied indus- bring about a"bucolic" new Dark the antinuclear movement, and
trial technology. Rather, they are Ages. devising the Malthusian "environ-
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mentalist" belief system, that sci- cy's environmentalist and dein- system from months or years to
ence and technology are instrinsi- dustrial campaigns in the United days. But the development of fu-
cally evils inflicted by man on States. Among them we find Har- sion power would also mean un-
nature. Aspen regularly conducts ry Ashmore, port_g_ of Robert M. limited clean and cheap energy
week-long executive seminars Hutchins and now president of the resources on earth, a technological
with American business, labor, Hutchin's Center for the Study of leap Sagan and his sponsors view
and political leaders, around Democratic Institutions; Issac Asi- with dread.
themes.of "irresponsible scientific mov, the Malthusian science tic- Likewise, the Planetary Soci-
development" and "unbridled tion writer; Norman Cousins, ed- ety's program for unmanned space
economic growth." itor of the Saturday Review and exploration is 'offered as a substi-

The two ARCO executives member of the Club of Rome, and tute for the real thing: manned
are also members of the Club of president of the United World space expeditions. Since the
Rome, the leading international Federalists; John Gardner, chief of launching of men into space re-

institution pushing policies ofret- the environmentalist Common quires a continually expanding
rogression in technology, and re- Cause organization; Shirley Huf- and upgraded research and devel-
duction of the world's population stedler, Carter's education secre- opment effort involving industry,
by several billions of people--that tary who sits on the board of the educational institutions, and the
is, genocide--by the end of this Aspen Institute; actor Paul New- federal government, it is anathema
century, man, radical environmentalist to the Club of Rome and other

In short, the financial angels supporter of the Sierra Club and zero-growth institutions.
who promoted Carl Sagan from the American Indian Movement;
college professor to galactic super- and Lewis Thomas, president of Listening for Aliens
star are the bankrollers and organ- the Sloan Kettering Center and a The third plank in the Planetary
izers of the same antiscientific pol- leading advocate of euthanasia. Society's program, listening for
icies Sagan's Cosmosseries peddles. Until his recent death, chemist alien signals, has virtually no sci-
Sagan'sservices were popularized, Harold Urey, a member of the entitle merit. Since the days of
as part of a willful attempt to board of directors of the National British science fiction cultist H. G.
eradicate scientific progress and Task Force Against Nuclear Pol- Wells, the promotion of popular
the American population's belief lution was also an'outspoken sup- belief in superior extraterrestrial
in it. porter of the Planetary Society. civilizations has been used to un-

The Planetary Society's pro- dermine tbe public's belief in
$agan's Politics gram coheres with the zero- man's ability to control his own
Given Sagan's Aquarian-environ- growth profile of its leading mem- destiny. Sagan, however, goes so
mentallst pedigree, it is no surprise bers. The society is concentrating far as to object to radio because
that he is a recent appointee to its efforts in three directions: the "uncontrolled growth ofterrestri-
former President Jimmy Carter's development of a "solar sail" for al radio technology may prevent
President's Commission for an interplanetary travel, lobbying for us from, ready communication
Agenda for the 1980s, a group unmanned probes of the planets, with intelligent beings in distant
whose first report was fashioned as moons, and comets of the solar worlds." (Then again, Sagan is so
the leading factional document in system, and promotion of a large- much of a pers'onal kook that he
favor of dismantling American scale program of radio astronomy objects to steamboats because their
heavy industry and depopulating organized around the systematic propeller noise pollution is de-
America's leading urban centers, search for radio signals coming stroying the global transoceanic

Nor is it a surprise to find that from extraterrestrial civilization, communication grid used by
Sagan is one of the founding mem- The solar sail has been pro- whales!)
bers of the so-called Planetary So- moted by the environmentalists in This short journey through
ciety, whose kooky program be- an effort to block the development Cosmos should demonstrate that
trays its publicity facade as an or- of space exploration fueled by nu- the Public Broadcasting Service's
ganization committed to an ag- clear power, specifically the de- new science series is not the sort of
gressive national space program, velopment of fusion-powered thing mothers should allow their

The board of advisers of Sa- rocket engines. Fusion-powered children to watch, period. Carl
gan's Planetary Society includes, rockets would allow for continual Sagan's Cosmos is simply a cult-
along with several dupes, a breath- accelerations in the speed of space promoting effort to eradicate the
taking array of the leading spokes- travel, eventually cutting travel principles of a scientific world
man for the Aquarian Conspira- time to the planets of the solar outlook.
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PORNOGRAPH
DRUGS

&
THE

FIRST
AMENDMENT

How the Dope and Porn. Lobby
Created Hustler Magazine

p, ornography can be bought " while their legal protection from Amendment guarantee of freeeverywhere, and even if you such abuse has been stripped away. expression prohibits setting a
don't buy it you can't help seeing Thirty years ago it was illegal standard that distinguishes be-
and being influenced by it. Turn to produce, distribute, and in some tween art and obscenity.
on the television, take a trip to the states, to buy obscene literature, Thus, whereas in 1950s movies
local newsstand, examine the best- movies, or paraphernalia. Produc- husbands and wives rarely owned '
seller list, go to the movies--ob- ers and distributers of pornogra- a double bed, and a kiss was the
scenity has been accepted as part phy were treated as part of the only expression of romance, by
ofeverday life. criminal element of society and the 1970s even movies not restrict-

This flood of filth is not the arrested, tried, and jailed, ed to adult audiences portrayed
result of a spontaneous moral de- Over the past three decades, explicit sexual scenes, as often of
generation of the Afiaerican pop- however, pornography has been violence as of love.
ulation. A concerted and well-fi- legalized in America. The highest In 1953 Playboy was launched
nanced campaign has undermined court in the land has ruled that with a few artfully draped, pro-
the constitutional ' and cultural even "deviants" have the right to vocatively posed photographs of
standards of the nation. Americans their own "brand" of entertain- movie stars. By the 1970s, Playboy,
have been innundated with smut, ment. It hag ruled that the First Hustler, 'Penthouse, Chic, and a
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score of others were in dead-heat er. To accomplish this, these lib- tier magazine is doubly instructive
competition to see which could erals used the pornography ped- for those investigating how the
produce and mass market the dlers in the nation's courtsto wage pornography lobby works. It is a
hardest core porn. a vicious campaign against the case study of the pornography

The institutionalization of very notion of citizenship that was lobby's legal offensive against
pornography followed the same embodied in the Constitution by American culture. Flynt's business
path through the courts as the our founding fathers. This notion, associations also provide us with a
legalization of drugs, beginning which simultaneously provided map of the pornography lobby,
with marijuana. It was boosted by for the development of an individ- from the organized crime elements
the same footsoldiers, financed by ual's talents and demanded his or which finance and control it, right
the same organized crime ele- her performance on behalf of the down to the radical fringe ele-
ments, and orchestrated by the republic, has now been replaced ments, like the Yippies, who keep
same liberal anglophiles who fos- with the concept of individual it on the newsstands.
tered every libertarian reform rights, freedom and art--so aptly Flynt launched Hustler with
movement in the pbstwar expressed in the 1960s hippie slo- the support of Ohio organized
period--the antiwar movement, gan"do your own thing"--which crime figure Reuben Sturman.
radical environmentalism, femin- is shared by both left-radical sects Sturman is reputed to be the single
ism and gay rights, zero growth, and the supposedly conservative largest distributor of pornography
and postindustrialism. Heritage Foundation. in the United States, controlling

The destruction of America's ' twelve regional distribution cen-
citizenry is an efficient route to Portrait of a Hustler ters, seven hundred retail stores,

, destroying the United States as an The career of Larry Flynt, pub- and the manufacture and produc-
industrial and technological pow- lisher of the sadomasochistic Hus- tion of obscene movies, maga-

Pornography king Larry Flynt (in wheelchair) leaves Atlanta courthouse after 1979 hearing on charges of

pandering obscenity.
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zines, tabloids, books and sex as a Christian. The Supreme Cou_
equipment. Although Sturman has cooperated and overturned as
never been convicted of a crime, "vague" the Ohio statutes under
his empire is closely linked with which Flynt had been convicted.
the Midwest sports, dope, gam- The Atlanta prosecution was
bling, and pornography ring con- dropped on similar grounds.
trolled by the Jacobs brothers of Flynt used his Christian cre-
Buffalo. dentials to slither into more legit-

Once established by Sturman, imate business. He bought the
it was a short step for Flynt to Plains, Georgia Monitor and the
place himself under the aegis of Atlanta Gazette, hiring civilrights
the "political" groups fighting activist and Georgia State Senator
"repression" (enforcement of Julian Bond as senior editor.
drug and pornography laws). Endless speculation appeared
Sturman himself was defended in in the press as to what Flynt's
a major 1973 federal indictment Damascus Road conversion would

by Bernard Berkman, the former "I t mean for the content of his often-general counsel of the Ohio Civil _l intoprotest, sive, raunchy magazine, within

Liberties Union. Flynt went fur- obscenity, weeks, the answer was clear.ther. 1_I. ,, Flynt continued to sidestep his :
In 1976, with the assistance of psycneaeltcS, legal problems by receding into

community groups, Cincinnati --Yippie Paul Krasmer the background of Hustler's busi-
District Attorney Simon Leis in- ness dealings. But new blood was
dicted Flynt for pandering obscen- brought in to fill the gap in his
ity and violating Ohio's organized operations: the Yippies, mass mar-
crime control statutes. P.E.N. In- Flynt was convicted in Ohio and keters already of dope and obscen-
ternational, a writers and authors sentenced to seven to twenty-five ity.
group closely linked with Amnes- years in jail. While his ca,e was on Hustler was reorganized with
ty International and other intelli- appeal, he set to work disarming Flynt's" wife Althea (safely not
gence networks, circulated a peti- his opposition, born again) as publisher and Yip-
tion demanding the indictment be Flynt appeared in Austin, pies cofounder Paul Krassner as
dismissed. Texas, side by side with a host of editor. Besides establishing the

Flynt's cause was also taken up ministers, to testify on the prob- Yippies (Youth International Par-
by the American Civil Liberties lems of child abuse. Lining himself ty) with Jerry Rubin and Abbie
Union, which worked with the up with "experts" who testified Hoffman, Krassner was also foun-
well-known criminal attorney that the sexual exploitation of der of The Realist, a nihilist maga-
Harold Price Fahringer to direct children was "reflective of deeper zine which he described as a "per-
Flynt's defense. Fahringer has social problems" than simply child sonal chronicle," and film critic
made a career of defending against . pornography, Flynt offered the for Cavalier, another glossy porno
the enforcement of obscenity laws. state of Texas up to $30 million to rag.
Flynt created a front group, fund behavioral studies--if it In a recent interview, Krassner
Americans for a Free Press, enlist- would be bound by the results. It elaborated on his bestialist ideol-
ing author-voyeur and former is not the distributors of child por- ogy. He described "the things I've
New York Times man Gay Talese, nography who should feel' the been involved in" as "war, pro-
to mount a "constitutional" de- weight of the law, he argued, but test, censorship, obscenity, psy-
fense of his right to distribute ob. the pederasts. Child pornography chedelics, and the stage its current-
scenity. He moved to create an- and the rest of Hustler's fare, de- ly at is revolution, more or less. If
other "test" case to overturn state picts real-life social problems. It is I had one thing to tell everybody
pornography laws, challenging the reflection of a sick society, it would be: do it now."
Atlanta District Attorney Hinson Flynt said. The Yippies' involvement
McCullough to prosecute him by Flynt then marched side by with Flynt doesn't mean pornog-
opening offices and distributing side with evangelist Ruth Carter raphers are graduating from alli-
Hustler in Atlanta for twenty-four Stapelton--President Jimmy Car- ances with organized crime to al-

, -

hours. Although he marshalled the ter s sister--into a Houston Baptist liances with libertarians, nihilists,
forces of civil liberties on his side, Church and announced his rebirth and anarchists.
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A series of gangland-style hits pretentions got him off the hook, a population which make a repub-
on Flynt's organization, including kept him out of jail, and set him lican democracy possible.
the March 1978 Atlanta shooting up as a "legitimate" businessman The political strategists of the
incident that paralyzed him from who merits the support, or at least European oligarchy understood
the waist down, indicate that or- the tolerance, of civil libertarians, this principle. Both Jeremy Ben-

ganized crime elements still hold He returns the favor, with finan- tham and John Stuart Mill, the
a tight grip over his operations, cial support and editorial space for intellectual architects of British
The link between Flynt and the civil liberties causes, drug culture imperialism, dictated that the gov-
Yippies simply represents the very advocates, and environmentalists, ernment may interfere with the
close ties between the mass mar- liberties of the individual only to
keting of pornography and drugs, The Role of prevent him from doing harm to
and begins to make explicable the British Liberalism others. What the individual does
extraordinary rapidity with which Although smut pushers like Larry to his own moral qualities and
the twin plagues have spread Flynt and their libertarian apolo- creative powers is of no legitimate
across the nation, gists argue that pornography is no interest to society.

Flynt, for example, played a more than the reflection of a sick Bentham took this outlook to
key role in the launching of the society, the truth is precisely the the far reaches of bestiality with
drug lobby's monthly High Times, opposite. The spread of pornog- the formulation of his "hedonistic
whose market is almost entirely raphy and drugs is an active ele- calculus," a schema of society that
teenagers and college age students, ment in lowering the moral stand- isolates every individual within his
High Times made it onto the news- ards of the community and cri- or her own search to avoid pain
stands through Hustler's national minalizing society, and find pleasure.
distribution networks. It's first America's founding fathers, This philosophy is misnamed
major advertising account was like Franklin, Hamilton, and British liberalism. It embodies
Flynt's drug paraphernalia com- Madison, understood that the con-- precisely the arguments used by
pany, a manufacturer of rolling tinned existence of a republic is the civil libertarians who opened
papers used, by and large, for dependent on the republic's fight the floodgates to pornography and
smoking marijuana cigarettes, for the quality of its citizenry, drugs in the United States. It em-

Since Flynt's legal troubles Tyrants rule by debauching the bodies the arguments adopted by
and his conversion, the content of moral and intellectual qualities of the U.S. Supreme Court in its
Hustler has changed only in rela- interpretation of the First Amend-
tionship to how fast be is able to ment. It masquerades as the consti-
devise new obscenities. The Feb- tutional right to privacy and free-
ruary 1981 issue, for example, fea- dom of expression. Under this
tures a ten-page centerfold spread theory, pornography cannot be
depicting the sexual activities of banned; legislators may simply
two lesbians, an expos6 of the haggle over how it may be dis-
dangers of chemicals in foods illus- played and distributed. Dope can-
trated with a photograph of doc- not be outlawed; the law must
tors fishing a bloody can of tuna simply specify under what cir-
out of the opened chest ofa wom- cumstances it may be pqssessed. _.
an on an operating table, and a
"Dream Lover" sequence in Freedom to Read What?
which a black-leather-clad male Efforts to impose this legal doc-
intruder sexually assaults a woman trine on the United States were
while stuffing her head in a toilet, dramatically stepped up in the

All this is a rather far cry from years following World War II.
Flynt's postconversion claims that Initial opposition proved formi-

"I feel I owe every woman in All "censorship"isto dable. In the early 1950s, a

forbidcle congressional committee began toAmerica a personal apology for be n.
Hustler magazine..." and his an- investigate trafficking in pornog-
nounced plans to change Hustler --Library Bill of Rights-- raphy. The hearings mobilized lo-
"from raunchy sex to healthy sex" drafted under Supervision of cal groups across the country to
and to feature articles on religion. Unesco chief Luther Evans suppress pornography, and suc-

Nevertheless, Flynt'sreligious ceeded in driving some of the
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worst material offthe newsstands, saders included: Bernard Berel-

The most vigorous opposition son, director of the Ford Founda-
to this clean-up effort came from tion Behavioral Sciences Division;
an unexpected quarter: the Amer- William Dix, chief librarian of
ican Library Association, whose Princeton University; and Dan
Committee on Intellectual Free- Lacy of the American Book Pub-
dom convened a "Freedom to lishers Council, which supported
Read Conference" at the West- / the litigation of most major chal-
chester, New York Country Club lenges to the obscenity laws.
in 1953 under the banner of a Their bill of rights was ad-
librarians' fight against censorship, dressed mainly to questions of po-

A closer look at the anticen- litical censorship. But Point Four
sorship crusade gives away most made the association's stand on
of the story. Cranked up at 'the obscenity quite clear: "To some,
peak of Joe McCarthy's witch- much of modern literature is
hunt, the British intelligence scam shocking. But is not much of life
used to clean out the traditionalist itself shocking?" Although exist-

elements from America's intelli- Aldou$ Huxley, ing antipornography laws should

gence agencies, the Freedom to sponsorofMK-Ultra be enforced, the librarians said,Read drive was designed to appeal "we trust Americans to recognize

to every reasonable American's LSD proliferation propaganda and to reject obsceni-

fear of far right extremism, in the U.S.A. ty .... " Accordingly, no set of
The conference was funded standards could be imposed for a

by the Field Foundation, a leading library's adult collection, and all
sponsor of numerous environmen- "censorship" was to be forbidden.
talist and other civil libertarian schools under the cover of "sex This statement provided the
projects in the United States. It education." basis of support for every major
was chaired by Luther Evans, the , Julian Huxley's lifelong col- effort to overturn antipornogra-
former head of the Library of laborator and brother Aldous is phy laws in the years to come. The
Congress who was at the time well-known to most readers as the liberal American establishment
chairman of the United Nation's author of the drug-saturated fu- had spoken, and all opposition to
Educational, Scientific and Cul- turistic novel Brave New World. its views was tarred with thebrush

tural Organization (Unesco). What is less known, however, is of "book burner" and other un-
Unesco chief Evans's chair- that Aldous carried out his drug pleasant epithets--all indicating

manship of the conference ties the fantasies in real life, overseeing the lack of education, sophistication,
Freedom to Read campaign di- British intelligence-sponsored and otfier intellectual equipment
rectly to the European oligarchy's MK-Ultra LSD project in the needed to understand "art."
conspiracy to destroy the United United States which resulted in In fact, the Freedom to Read
States in a flood of drugs. Ufiesco the Haight-Ashbury prolifera- crusade was a major campaign in
was foundedby SirJulianHuxley, tion of hallucinogenic drugs in the legal effort to redefine art.
an outspoken British advocate of America. Rather than being a means to
the oligarchy'sprogram to replace The Library Association con- uplift and morally improve the
the republican nation-state with a ference brought together an entire population, art and literature were
new dark age, feudal organization assortment of libertarians just as now to be degraded into the mere

of society in a depopulated, dein- unsavory as Evans. Arthur recorded images of life "as it was."
dustrialized world. Huxley's Houghton, who oversaw the draft The literature and popular culture
Unesco furthered this effort not of the association's first Library mass circulated under this defini-
only through its sponsorship of Bill of Rights was a patron of the tion of art led the way for legali-
antitechnology programs in the Aspen Institute, the WorldWatch zation and mass marketing ofpor-
Third World. It also founded and Institute, and other .organizations nography. Lady Chatterly's Lover,
funded the Sex Information and lined up behind Huxley's dark Naked Lunch, Fanny Hill: these are
Education Center of the United ages program. Harold Lasswell, a the landmark cases of the late 1950s
States (Siecus), which pumps por- leading light of the movement, and early 1960s that eroded the
nography directly into the ha- was also a big wig in the American law in the name of protecting the
tion's primary and secondary Civil Liberties Union. Other cru- First Amendment.
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By the 1960s, the Supreme first conclusion was xhat nation's
Court was explicit in its support biggest problem was not pornog-
of the right of Americans to pro- raphy, but the fact that Americans
duce and consume pornography, were too "uptight" about sex!
In his 1966 dissenting opinion in For, according to the commission,
the court's review of the convic- "much of the 'problem' regarding

tion of Ralph Ginzburg for pan- materials which depict sexual ac-
dering obscene advertisments for tivity stems from the inability or
his "high brow porn" magazine reluctance of people in our society
Eros, Justice William O. Douglas to be open and direct 'in dealing
went the furthest, with sexual matters."

"Some like Chopin, others Next; the report asserted that
like 'rock and roll,' "Douglas op- "coercion, repression, and censor--
ined. "Some are 'normal,' some ship in order to promote a given
are masochistic, some deviant in set of views are not tolerable in

other respects . . But why is free- "Some are detqant. ' our society and recommended
dora of the press and expression the repeal of all local, state, and

denied them?... If a publication Why isJeedomof federal legislation prohibiting
caters to the idiosyncracies of a
minority,"" why does it not have expressiondenied pornographY.waslaws forbiddingTheonetheeXCeptiOnsaleor
'social importance' ?" them?" distribution of obscene pictures to

In 1968, the Library Associa- children under sixteen. Pornogra-
tion rewrote and radicalized its --william O. Douglas-- phy, the commission determined,

Library Bill of Rights. Point Four, should mainly be combatted by
which had opened the door to massive sex education programs.
obscenity in its earlier version, was chaired by William B. Lockhart,
revised to read: "There is no place a member of the American Civil Pornography for
in our society for efforts to coerce Liberties Union (ACLU) and Entertainment
the tastes of others, to confine dean of the law school of Minne- If sex education did not succeed in
adults to reading matter deemed sota University, which receives driving out pornography, the
suitable for adolescents, or to in- funds from the Playboy Founda- commission felt that would be no
hibit the efforts of writers to tion. The commission's general disaster. "On the positive side,

achieve artistic expression." counsel, Paul Bender, was an ex- explicit sexual materials are sought
Since the Library Association ecutive of the Philadelphia as a source of entertainment and

had junked its previous support of ACLU. Ten of the remaining six- information by substantial num-
enforcement of antipornography teen commissioners were behav- bers of American adults." Further,
laws, its efforts were now whole- ioral scientists, existing laws have not worked
heartedly endorsed by the Ameri- The ACLU at first bitterly well to stop pornography distri-
can Civil Liberties Union. Next opposed the commission. But bution. And finally, public opin-
came the backing of the American when convinced that its investi- ion does not support censorship of
Federation of Teachers, the AFL- gation was inevitable, it called for pornography!
CIO, the Anti-Defamation "scientific studies" of the effects of The commission's findings
League of B'nai B'rith, the sex pornography to be the commis- were based on scientific studies--
education council Siecus, the sion's main work. Echoing Ben- many of doubtfu} objectivity--
writers' organization P.E.N. In- tham and Mill, the ACLU asked, which purported to show that ex-
ternational, and an assortment of "If pornography has no evil ef- posure to pornography did not
less-witting associations, fects in terms of tangible, immedi- cause (within 24 to 36 hours!) a

ately measurable crimes or attacks significant increase in sex crimes.
"Americans are Uptight" on others, how can it be con- Despite its bizarre conclusions
Congress, attempting to stem the demned?" and blatant dismissal of the real
tide, had mandated the creation of The commission's majority problem, the commission report
a National Commission on Ob-- report, issued in 1969, was de- became.the banner under which
scenity and Pornography in 1967. scribed by minority commission- the soft-core and hard-core pot°
Appointed by President Lyndon ers as "a document to be quoted nographers marched, in many
Johnson, the commission was by lawyers for pornographers." Its places to victory--where de facto
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pornography laws are not en- the drafters of the Constitution wishes versus the necessity for a
forced, had in mind when they wrote the moral community of purpose.

The similaritybetween the el- First Amendment. A republic de- First Amendment freedom of
forts to legalize pornography, and pends on an educated and in- expression provides the liberty for
the strategy now unfolding to le- formed citizenry, able to discuss . full and free debate, a guarantee of
galize drugs, is all too apparent, and debate every issue of impor- protection for the right to seek and
The first attack on marijuanalaws, tance to the nation. The First publish the truth.

,, an Alaska Supreme Court deci_ Amendment was written precisely In such a debate, pornography,
sion, focused on the, privacy right to protect that process of educa' has no place and is not protectect.
of the individual to do whatever tion, discussion, and debate. A re- It is not a question of the amount
he chooses in his home. Decrimin- publican government has a con- of skin exposed, of so-called com-
alization was sought on the comitant responsibility, to foster munity standards, or 0f public
grounds that law enforcement the creative capabilities of its citi- opinion. No more than society
doesn't really work anyway, and zenry so they are able to both rule can determine to license consen-
adults have the right to entertain themselves and to educate their sual murder (euthanasia) can it
themselves through the use of posterity to do so. determine to license the distribu-
"recreational drugs." The .Constitution does not tion of obscenity which under-

The effect of these decisions pose conflicting interests, the free- mines the moral basis for its con-
has been to totally debase the First dom to say or do anything one tinued existence.
Amendment. Supreme Court Jus-
tices Douglas and Black consist-
ently upheld the rights of pornog-

raphers by ruling that the First Yippies Hustle for Drug LobbyAmendment says that "no law
shall be made" which abridges
freedom of expression. No law, Most revealing of the nature of the dope and pornography lobby
they say, means no law. was a November 1980 Hustler attack on Lyndon H. LaRouChe,

Nevertheless, such apologists Jr., a former candidate for the Democratic Party's presidential
have found it extremely difficult nomination.
to argue that the founding fathers The article, a reckless pastiche of earlier slanders, speculation,
intended to license the mass distri- and outright invention, targeted LaRouche's pronuclear, pro-

bution of obscenity. This problem industrial growth, antidrug, anti-euthanasia campaign for a
is circumvented with references to moral presidency. It was authored by Michael Chance, a Yippie,

" "changing community standards" who writes both for High Times and the Underground Press
and other code words for the ma- Syndicate.

nipulation of opinion to permit Chance's article coincided with a rash of Yippie-organized
the use and distribution of drugs demonstrations and dirty tricks targeting LaRouche and his
and pornography, supporters, and included a particularly vicious attack on the

National Anti-Drug Coalition, which was founded in 1979 with

What is the First Amendment? LaRouche's warm support.
In mid-October 1980, the Yippies joined fifty-odd demon-The content of the first Amend-

ment to the Constitution was well strators from the terrorist Jewish Defense League and Communist

defined by Alexander Hamilton in Workers Party at the New York City offices of Campaigner
his 1804 defense of newspaper Publications, publishers of the works of LaRouche,Tor what was
publisher Harry Croswell against billed as a mass protest. Dennis King', the author of a series of
a libel and sedition charge. "The slanders against LaRouche instigated by notorious mob attorney
liberty of the press," Hamilton Roy Cohn, led the demonstration against LaRouche's attacks on
argued; "consists, in my view, in the international drug and dirty money cartel.
publication of truth, from good The Yippies showed up later at a Dec. 13 New York City
motives and for justifiable ends meeting of the Anti-Drug Coalition, this time with Paul Gor-
• . . I do not say there ought to be man, a friend from the New York City Police Department.
an unbridled license." Exposed from the podium and unable to disrupt the Coalition's

Hamilton's argument, and discussion of cleaning drugs offthe city's streets, Gorman and the
The Federalist writings of our Yippies staged a walkout halfway through the meeting.
founding fathers make clear what
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The Truth
Centuries of slanders have been leveled againstPlato, the man who stands at the foundation of
the humanist tradition and whose work has inspired
every development in that tradition in the 2,300 years
since his death. Especially in this century, the so-
called classical scholars at Britain's Oxford and Cam-

bridge Universities have described Plato as the father
of fascism andtotalitarianism, as a reactionary spokes-
man for a decaying aristocracy, embittered by his
failure to influence the politics of his time. As a result
of political disappointments, say these intellectual
apologists for the British oligarchs who now threaten
the world with a new dark age, Plato became an
effete, ivory tower figure, capable at best of stimulat-
ing high ideals, but lacking any relationship to the
requirements of practical politics. At worst, Plato is
charged .with being the author of the bible for
twentieth century fascist dictators, a vile slander
against his great dialogue the Republic.

This article will expose these and similar claims as
monstrous lies, lies maintained through suppression
and distortion of the facts of Plato's life and thought
by those who tremble at the power of his ideas.
Through this examination of Plato's life and work,

0
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About Plato by Charles Tate

'_ we will show that Plato was the product and the The means through which this history is falsified
highest development of a three-hundred-year long are familiar to our reader of any daily newspaper: the
tradition of humanist development. We will meet a isolation of events from the actual strategic context in
few of the scientists, founders of cities, philosophers, which they unfold. Just as today's news commentators
and political leaders who were Plato's predecessors, serve up explanations of crisis in the Middle East or
teachers, and collaborators, and who laid the-basis for Latin America without ever displaying the British
our western civilization, oligarchy's hand behind the events, so, too, the

We will see that Plato and the other leaders of his strategic context of ancient history is totally sup-
era were united in a struggle to defend the achieve- pressed.
ments of Greek civilization by ridding the world of Any attempt to study the history of the Greeks
the oligarchical elite of Babylonia and Persia which through the local developments within Greece itself
remains the model for the British oligarchy of today, can only be a failure. There is no history of Greece

! It is this battle that is reflected in Plato's own life per se, but only a history of the battle in the ancient
history, as well as his writings. To create flanks in world between the proponents of scientific and eco-
their battle against the oligarchy, Plato and his asso- nomic progress, chiefly associated with classical Greek
ciates traveled throughout the Mediterranean world, culture, against the oligarchical Mesopotamian em-
sometimes fighting for the minds of rulers, sometimes pires of Babylonia and Persia.
with arms and bold strategems. One important example illustrates the wide-

The picture that will emerge here of Plato and his spread fraud of twentieth century classical studies.
times is in the sharpest contradiction to the standard Virtually every school child has been taught that. the
account of Greek history peddled in British and United States owes its constitutional principles of
American universities. Only because'of this relentless government to the Greeks of the Golden Age of
falsification of history do the lies circulated about Pericles. Plato, by contrast, is represented as an im-
Plato have any force, placable foe of democracy, an aristocrat and apologist

t-
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for tyrants. The truth is that the so-called democracy understanding Plato. We will see Greek civilization
of fifth and fourth century B.C. Athens was identical emerging as a rebirth of science and culture after a
to the French Revolution's Jacobin mob rule which protracted dark age. We will see the Mesopotamian
our founding fathers castigated as the opposite of the oligarchs, the cultist masters of Babylon and Persia,
democratic republic which they had established on attempt to destroy that civilization. We will watch as
the basis of an educated American citizenry. Plato's political and intellectual forebears mobilize to

Just as the French Jacobins were in the ultimate defend Greece against the Persian onslaught in the
employ of the British 01igarchy, so the Athenian Persian Wars, and win a victory over an overwhelm-
democracy was a bought-and-paid-for political in- ingly more powerful army. We will look on as
strument of the Persian court. Its function was to use Persia, realizing that their vast conscript army could
demagogy and a vast array of bribes and sinecures to never defeat the highly cultured Greek citizen mili-
manipulate the mass of Greek commoners against the tias, turn instead to subversion and sabotage, resulting
traditional antioligarchist leadership of their city- in the suicidal Peloponnesian War.
states--the leadership out of which Plato emerged. Againstthis background, we will see the young
The democratic party of Pericles itself functioned as Plato grow to manhood, taking his plate among the
the administrative arm of Persia within Greece, and, fighters against the Persian oligarchy, ks the Greeks
at Persia's instigation, plunged Greece into suicidal renew their initiative against Persia in a series of
wars and military adventures. The Greek democracy's campaigns that come within inches of destroying the
conscious role was the destruction of Greek humanist Persian menace forever. Following the collapse of
culture, and only Plato's opposition prevented the these campaigns, we will see Plato, coming into his
Persia-sponsored democrats from succeeding, own as the leader of the international anti-Persian

The actual author of our conception of republican forces_ create new political flanks and weapons for the
government and Citizenry was Plato himself. We will struggle--weapons which humanity wields against
see that Plato's actual political doctrine, which has the forces ofbestialism to this day.
been obfuscated by malign distortions including de-
liberately false translations of his major works, was
born in the battle against the oligarchy, and was
fundamentally reformulated as the requirements and
conditions of that battle changed. Greece

Contrary to those who say that in Plato we have
an ideal system, subject to elaboration but never Before Plato
development, we will find that his scientific method
also underwent decisive advance as his political strat- The Greek civilization that
egy evolved. The explication of both this scientific produced Plato saw a tumul-
method and his political theory are inextricable, tuous expansion in the centuries
precisely because the scientific method serves as a before his birth. After a centu-
concrete program for educating the statesmen needed ries-long dark age so profound
to establish the conditions for scientific progress. This that even archaeology can tell
is why the characters in virtually every one of Plato's us little about it, Greek mari-

• dialogues are real historical people, usually popular hers began once again to urban-
figures as well known to the reader of a Platonic ize the Mediterranean. Athens, Plato's birthplace,
dialogue in the fourth or third century B.C. as the experienced a florescence in the crafts and manufac-
politicians and military leaders of World War I and tures. New technologies spread quickly into the
World War II are to us. Greek colonies of Ionia, located along the Mediterra-

Plato's thought grew out of a battle for civiliza- nean shores of what is today Turkey, and into the
tion--a batde without which civilization would have colonies of the islands of the Aegean Sea. By the
been smothered in its cradle. We have before us both seventh century B.C., Ionia had become the work-
the opportunity and the obligation to complete Pla- shop of the Greek world, and was supplying textiles,
to's work, in science, in epistemology, and most of all metal products, and other industrial goods to the rest

in defeating the oligarch!st descendants of Persia in of the Mediterranean. Ionia's standard of living be-
our own time. To do this, we must bring before us came proverbial on the mainland: It was known as
the real Plato. "sweet Ionia."

In this article, the first in a two-part series, we The industrial revolution was accompanied by a
will develop the historical background essential to cultural florescence, spurred by the development
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sometime before 700 B.C. of the Greek alphabet out
of the script used by the leading traders of the earlier

period, the Phoenicians. The Greeks, who had lost A Chronologythe use of written language by 1000 B.C., at first used
this regained tool for recording commercial transac-
tions. But within not more than a few decades, the

e.720 B.C. Iliad composed
new written language produced an outpouring of
literature. First, songs which dated back to the era c. 700B.C. Odyssey composed
before the dark ages, preserved by being passed from 595B.C. Solon promulgates code of law in
generation to generation of minstrels, were collected Athens; Thalesactive

and written down. These are Homer's Iliad and 550B.c. Persia conquersMedia
_dyssey, epics celebrating the Greek genius for city

uilding and exploration. Soon a new lyric poetry 547B.C. PersiaconquersLydia
followed the Homeric example. 539 B.C. Persia conquers Babylon at invita-

The lasting significance of the Greek achieve- tion ofMardukPriesthood
ment, however, was not commerce and industry, or 499 B.C. Rebellionoflonia

even epic poetry, although it was founded on these 49oB.C. Persiansinvade Greece, beginning
activities. It was the birth of science, properly so- PersianWar; GreeksdefeatPersians
called. It is in the Greek colonies of Ionia that we find at Marathon

the first recorded understanding that the significance 484B.C. Aeschylus wins1stprize for tragedy
of scientific discovery is its disclosure of the coherence
between the human mind and the laws of the universe. 48oB.C. Persia's King Xerxes invades

Greece; defeated at Salamis
Ionian physikoi, or natural scientists, were the first to
recognize the interrelatedness of the laws governing 469 B.C. Socratesborn
both mind and nature as the proper subject ofscientif- 449B.C. Peaceof CalliasendsPersianWar
ic inquiry.

In Thales of Miletus, the earliest of these physikoi 431 B.C. Peloponnesian War begins
whose name has come down to us, we see the type of 427B.C. Birth ofPlato

thinker created by the Ionian scientific revolution. 415-413B.C. Alkibiades' Sicilian expedition;
Thales declared that "all is water," thereby asserting Athenian army andnavy destroyed

that one common substance, manifesting itself in
differentiated states of matter, was everywhere subject 4o6B.C. Atheniannavywinsbattle of Argi-nuse; Conon indicts generals despite
to the same laws of nature. Thales was the first Greek opposition of Socrates

to predict and explain eclipses of the sun, hitherto 4o4 B.C. Sparta defeats Athens in Peloponne-
mysterious and terrifying events, sian War with Persian aid; govern-

Thales was one of the great thinkers of ancient ment of theThirty Tyrants installed
Greece known as the Seven Sages. Perhaps the most in Athens
important of these sages for the development of 403B.C. Expulsion oftheThirty
Athens, the city where Plato was to found his Acad-

" emy, was Solon the lawgiver. A political intimate of 401B.C. Rebellionof Persia'sCyrus againsthis brother King Artaxerxes; March
Thales, Solon took the leadership of a crisis-ridden oftbe Ten Thousand against Persia

Athens in 594 B.C. and reorganized the city's econo- 40oB.C. Artaxerxes negotiates revival of
my and government around the first set of written Atheniannavalpower with Conon
laws to be framed on a "republican" conception of
the city-state. 399 B.C. Socrates tried and condemned to

Solon's economic reforms included the first debt death

moratorium in history, which saved thousands of 398B.C. Platoarrivesin Egypt

small farmers from bankruptcy, and the outlawing of 396 B.C. Sparta's Agesilausassumesleader-
the sale of free men into slavery to pay their debts, ship of anti-Persian military drive

Solon stressed the role of the craftsmen and their 395B.C. Agesilaus routs Artaxerxes' troops;
industry for the city's prosperity, and chided the Corinthian War begins

landed aristocracy for demeaning the crafts, which he
394 B.C. Agesilaus recalled to Sparta

cited as a high expresson of human achievement and
the basis for the greatness of Athens.
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But Solon was no populist. He rejected the arations in earnest to destroy the trading and manu-
demands of the popular party for the redistribution of facturing city-states in the Greek orbit. Realizing that
the aristocracy's landholdings, believing that Athens their own policies of over-taxation, enforced back-
needed a political elite that could train and educate wardness, and undermining of the secular nobility
leadership for the coming generations. His constitu- had left them militarily impotent, the Marduk priests
tion, which was celebrated in popular songs and searched for a surrogate marcher lord. They found
posted on stone tablets in the Athenian marketplace, King Cyrus of Persia, who in 550 B.C. overran the
is the first to embody the notion that the good of the small neighboring kingdom of Media. Under Mar-
individual citizen, as well as the good of the different duk's sponsorship, Cyrus wasto rise from ruler of the
classes of society, lies in the development of the then-insignificant Persian kingdom to conquer the
economy and the culture shared by all. world from the Mediterranean to the Himalayas.

The rich kingdom of Lydia's King Croesus was
the first target for Marduk's new Persian marcher
lord. Despite his close alliance with mainland Greece,

The Persian Croesus was crushed by Cyrus's army in 547 B.C._, The subjugation of'the nearby Ionian cities fol-

Marcher Lord lowed within the year. By 546 B.C., the entire easternMediterranean coast had fallen to Persia.

In the conquest of Lydia and Ionia, Cyrus and the
While Greece and its allies took priests of Marduk enlisted, for the first time but by no
the forward strides in the sci- means the last, the services of the famed Oracle of

ences, arts, and government Apollo. Located in the city of Delphi on mainland
that are recognized as the basis Greece, the oracle was at the center of a network of

of modern western civilization, temples which worshipped the god Apollo and
Mesopotamia toiled under the spanned the Greek world.
yoke of the evil Babylonian Just like the temple of Marduk, whose priests
Empire. The nature of the Ba- created and spread the Apollo cult, the Delphi temple

bylonian system is best understood by examining the was no religious shrine. It was a political intelligence
priesthood that controlled it: the cult of the ancient operation of an enemy oligarchy. This oligarchy had
god Marduk. insinuated the cult of Apollo first along the shores of

Babylonian literature tells us that the Marduk Ionia and then into Greece itself before the dark ages.
priesthood dated its god-given right to enslave and That the oracle of Apollo was a Persian intelli-
tax the populations of the Mediterranean to the days gence operation is a fact well known to and frequently
before the flood. In the middle of the sixth century acknowledged by every classical scholar--a profes-
B.C, the central temple of the ancient Marduk cult- sion itself largely dominated by British intelligence
masters in Babylon controlled a network of tax- agents. However, the consequences of this fact for
collecting temples spanning what is today the Middle ancient history have never before been fully drawn
East from Egypt to the Fertile Crescent. Organizing out, and are completely excised from any popular
all social and economic life around the tax-farming _ treatment of the subject.
requirements of the temple, the Marduk priests ruled The cult of Apollo originated in the east, under
a theocracy that enmired Babylonians in rural back- the direction of the Marduk priesthood, with whom
wardness. The "black-headed ones," as the priests the Apollo priests maintained continuous contact.
called the Babylonians, were little more than slaves: Again and again, it shamelessly intervened in Greece
the temple owned their land and most of their labor, on behalf of Persia's policy interest. It destroyed the
and collected their gifts of grain to Marduk after Greek-allied kingdom of Lydia; it derailed Ionia's
every harvest, resistance to Persian invasion; it countered Athenian

The priesthood augmented this iron grip on the intervention to aid Ionia against Persia; it attempted
empire's economy with virtually complete control to sabotage Greek resistance in the Persian War; it
over its foreign and military policy as well. This they sparked and fanned the flames of the suicidal Pelo-
accomplished through the offices of their high priests, ponnesian War.
or oracles, whose prophecies were considered to be The Apollo temples were the wealthiest banking
the infallible expression of the will of the gods. No centers in the Mediterranean world, accepting depos-
Babylonian king made war, or peace, without first its "under the protection of the god" and extending
consulting the oracles of the Marduk temple, loans and bequests where Persia's interest deemed. As

In 550 B.C., the Marduk priesthood began prep- a cult center in touch with Apollo temples throughout
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The Medite_laneanin550 B.C. period. Following the Saite rebellion of 652 B.C. in which
Ionians and Lydians joined Egyptians in ousting the oligarch-

Greece had emerged as a center of trade, commerce, and ist Assyrian Empire, Egypt became once again a cosmopoli-
civilization, politically organized into autonomous city- tan, trading culture.

states. Greek settlers had colonized Sicily and southern Italy, Lydia, the wealthiest nation in this period was also largely
the Aegean Islands, the Black Sea, Ionia, and maintained under Phoenician influence, and nominally ruled Ionia. Lydia
trading centers in Libya (Cyrenaica) and Egypt (Nancratis). maintained inland trade routes throughout Asia Minor.

Ionia was the product of the first wave of Greek colonists c. Babylonian Empire: The looting, tax-farming instrument
1000 B.C. Inthe sixth century, Ionia was the richest part of of the Mesopotamian oligarchy centered in the Marduk
the Greek world and its most aggressive maritime and Priesthood, Babylon had spent its force through overtaxation
commercial center, largely under Phoenician influence. to the point where further expansion was impossible by the
Phoenicia was the pioneering trading and colonizing nation sixth century B.C.

of the ancient world. By 1100 B.C., its colonists had settled Persia and Media: Closely related peoples, both were
the Aegean, North Africa, Spain, Malta, Sicily, and Sardinia. completely insignificant agrarian and shepherding tribalists
Its mariners had circumnavigated Africa and may have sailed until the Marduk priesthood assisted Persia's conquest of
to the new world. Phoenicia fell to Assyria, then to Babylon, Lydia-allied Media. With the new wealth and military
in the eighth and seventh centuries B.C. power made available by Media--and Marduk's
Egypt, the oldest continuously e/_isting civilization in the priesthood--Persia overran every nation in the eastern Med-
Mediterranean, was closely tied to Greece in the prehistoric iterranean in the next 25 years, except mainland Greece.

r

the Greek world, its information was limitless, and prophecies aimed at shaping the petitioner's course of
was passed on as a secret history from generation to action.
generation of priests. .The tie between the Apollo cult and oriental

Its famous prophecies worked very simply. A despotism was well known to the Greeks. In Homer,
petitioner for the god's advice would come ro Delphi Apollo appears as the patron of oriental despotism
and make his contribution. The petitioner would be against Greek civilization. He is the builder of the
led into the presence of the chief priestess of Apollo, walls of Troy, the city that stood at. the mouth of the
the Pyth0ness, named after the snake. Sitting on a Black Sea, barring the Greeks of the twelfth century
stool above a steaming geyser, the Pythoness would B.C. from trading along its shores. He is the "free-
utter nonsense syllables, billed as the language of the shooter" who rains arrows on the Greeks; his very
god. The priests translated these utterances into name means "destroyer."
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Lydia's King Croesus came to grief through an By 499 B.C. these anti-Persian forces had organ-
oracle of Apollo which urged an ill-advised preemp- ized the coastal city-states of Ionia to revolt against
tive strike against the Persians. After Croesus's defeat, _ King Darius, the successor to the conque_rer Cyrus.
Apollo's oracles urged the Ionian cities to abandon The leader of the revolt, Aristagoras of Miletus,
resistance to Persia. After a few skirmishes, the Ionians traveled throughout Greece seeking support for the
obeyed Apollo, and pledged fealty to Persia. After rebellion. In Athens, his call was heeded. The city
these conquests, Marduk brought his marcher lord mobilized to liberate Ionia, sending ships and heavily
home. Cyrus's mandate this. time was to conquer the armed Greek soldiers, called hoplites.
Babylonian King Nabonidus, who had made the The following year, most of the Ionian city-states
mistake of trying to assert the power of his throne joined Miletus in revolt, and scored a series of rapid
against the prerogatives of the priests of the temple. In victories. Their offensive culminated in the capture
538 B.C., Cyrus entered Babylon at the invitation of and sacking of Sardis, the satrapa! administrative
the priests, and, after dispatching Nabonidus's troops, center, which cut Persia's lines of communication
declared his submission to Marduk. Thus ended the with its army in the field. Just as this promising
continuous 1,500 year reign of the Babylonian em- victory was won, the heroic Ionians, powerless to
pire. continue their fight without support from the Greek

The Persian victory over Babylon's King Nabon- mainland, were stabbed in the back. Wielding the
idus is a pivotal event of ancient history, although its knife was Persia's Apollo cult, and the new political
significance is universally misunderstood. For al- instrument which Persia had created to subvert
though it marked the end of the Babylonian Empire, Greece, the democracy.
the reality was that the oligarchical priesthood that Threatened by a combination of Ionian and main-
stood behind the throne of Babylon, having bled one land Greek military power, the Persians manipulated
empire dry, continued to rule through the agency of the democratic faction, which controlled the masses
the kingdom of Persia. The priesthood had strength- of Athens, to take sides against plans to aid the Ionians.
ened its grip on the Middle East through this vigorous Writing the script of the rabble-rousing ultrademo-
new stooge, which was to become, in turn, the bitter cratic movements of today, the Athenian democrats
enemy of Socrates, Plato, and Alexander the Great. demagogically attacked their allies in the Ionian

leadership as foreign aristocrats. They went further,
taking sides against their own city's political and

, international elite. The Council of the Areopagites,
the traditonal leadership of Athens, was dragged

The Cult of throughthe mud as a den of greedy landlords and
oppressors of the masses.

t emocracy Writing fifty years after the defeatof the Ionian
rebellion, the historian Herodotus offered the follow-

With the fall of the Ionian city- ing account of Persia's motives for establishing so-
states, Persia held the last re- called democracies to rule over its satrapies:
maining mercantile centers of
Asia Minor in its jaw. The na- J The masseshave not a thought in their heads....
vies of both Ionia and Phoeni- As for the democracies, then, let them g6vern the
cia, to the south, were now enemies of Persia, but let ourselves choose the
under its control. Cyrus threat- best men in' our country, and give them political
ened to conquer mainland power.

Greece at his pleasure. The Persian king's most pow-
erful weapon in his campaign to destroy Greece Events of 499-498 B.C. in Athens and Ionia

_roved not to be the military forces brought under demonstrated the effectiveness of Persia's formula.
is control with the defeat of Ionia, or even the vast Athens had come to such a pass through the evil

Persian, army itself. It was Persia's instrument of Persian-controlled cult of Apollo. In fact, the rise of
subversion within Ionia and the Greek city-states Cleisthenes, the first democratic leader of Athens, in
themselves: the democratic movement, paid for, and 510 B.C., was accomplished not by any popular
run, by the empire. The Greek democrats' first suc- movement or "class struggle," but by the priests of
cessful operation on behalf of the Persian throne was Apollo at Delphi, ,_ho secured intervention from the
to destroy the Ionian uprising of 499 B.C.', led by the city-state of Sparta to place him in power. Cleis-
antioligarchist forces of the Greek world, thenes' Alcmaeonid family dominated the Athenian
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democracy for nearly one hundred years, with the trial inall capital cases. It was the institutional expres-
backing of the Delphi priests, sion of the republican ethic established by Solon. The

Cleisthenes didn't hesitate to pay back his spon- Areopagites were drawn principally from the Ath-
sots in full. In 507 B.C. he voluntarily sent to Persia enian nobility, who described themselves as "the
the traditional tokens of submission, earth and water, party of the beautiful and the good." Imbued with a
marking the first official contact between Persian sense of history, these were the men whose ancestors
imperialism and Greek democracy with a promise of had created Greek civilization. They. cherished this
Athens's vassalage to King Darius. 'achievement, and they had the keenest appreciation

Eight years later, the same democracy's sabotage of the difference between Greeks and "barbarians."
of the Ionian revolt opened the gate for Persia's To the Areopagites, "Greek" was not a racial,
pillage of the Greek-settled cities of Asia Minor. Part geographical, or national distinction. Greeks did not
of Miletus was destroyed; the male population of live in a nation or an empire, but in city-states,
military age was slaughtered; boys were castrated and independent communities clustered around a city
taken to Persia as court eunuchs, or sold into slavery; center.
women became the forced-brides of the Persian army Each city-state had different laws and customs.
or were taken to the royal harem. Fugitives from the Even Greek religion provided little motive for unity.
Aegean islands poured into Athens bringing the same, The pantheon of Greek gods known as the Olympian
horrible story: the Persian army had formed a human Twelve was a quarrelsome family. Several, such as
net and scoured the islands, dealing with every Greek Apollo, were not even Greek in origin. Some, like
according to the dictates of Apollo's vengeance. Athena, were chiefly of local significance, and elevat-

Persia kneaded salt into the political soil as well. ed to the pantheon because of their city's importance.
In 492 B.C., Mardonius, the son-in-law of King Each god was served by a separate cult more or less
Darius, led an armada of 600 ships in a "campaign of prominent in different city-states or among different
liberation" against Ionia. Mardonius evicted the con- tribes.
servative aristocrats who hated Persia from the Ionian Polyglot in race and religion, scatter-shot
cities, installing in their place not Persian overlords, throughout the Mediterranean world, the Greeks of
hut democratic stooges, the fifth century B.C. were unified chiefly by their

language, which had been created by Homer and his
followers nearly two centuries earlier. In ancient
Greek, the same common noun is used for both

Plat t-- "'speech" and "reason." This ambiguity does notO _S Grea reflect a poverty of vocabulary, but a sense of human

dfath activity as a unique manifestation of reason. TheGran ers Greeks believed that this activity of reason distin-
guished them from "barbarians," peoples who made

With Ionia militarily and polit- noises like "bar-bar" instead of speaking Greek.
ically secured, King Darius ex- To mobilize the Greek city-states against the
pected only the weakest resist- threat from Persia, the Areopagites created the most
ance from his next target: the powerful tool for organizing emotions that had exist-
Greeks on the mainland. But fi ed up to their time: the classical Greek tragedy. Even

• small political elite, centered today's reader, whose edition of Aeschylus or Soph-
chiefly in Athens and acting ocles is carefully sanitized of any mark of the political
under the constraints of the Per- crucible in which these dramas were forged, cannot

sian-backed democracy that ruled the city, prevented miss the moral urgency that grips the Greek tragedies.
the complete submission of Greece to Persia. This This is the urgency, still alive inits implications today,
leadership, the great-grandfathers of the faction Plato of the political battle waged by the Areopagites.
would lead three generations later, battled Persia's In 493 B.C., for example, on the eve of the
Apollo cult and the democracy. They wrested control Persian war against Greece, the outstanding Areopa-
from the enemy forces long enough, and at the critical gite dramatist Phrynichus staged his Capture ofMiletus.
moments, to prepare the Greek resistance. Written to commemorate the Ionian uprising of 499

This group was identified with the traditional B.C., the drama carried a strong warning to mainland
leadership of Athens, the Council of Areopagus. Greeks that the defeated Ionians' fate would soon be
Somewhat like a supreme court, the council's duties their own if they did not prepare to repulse the
included the preservation of the laws of Solon and Persians. Like all of Phrynichus's work, this play is
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now lost. But there can be no question of the powerful tragic irony, by impressed Ionians and Phoenicians.
. effect it had on its audience, since the democracy Dramatically demonstrating that a slave army, no

banned it--the only play ever to be censored in the matter how gargantuan, is no match for a disciplined
history of the politically volatile Greek theater-- and motivated citizens' militia, the Greeks drove the
because it "called too strongly to mind the sufferings Persian forces back to their ships, killing thousands of
of the people." the Immortals. Miltiades's forces suffered only 192

The plays of Aeschylus, successor to Phrynichus, casualties.
were first produced while the Persian War was under How greatly the victory of Marathon effected the
way. Aeschylus's Persians, written after the Greek political morale of the Greeks can be seen from the
victory, celebrated the historical experiences of many fact that Aeschylus, writing his epitaph forty years ,_
members of the audience in language ordinarily re- later, said nothing about his plays, which guaranteed
served for the semimythical deeds of the ancient past. his immortality, or about his lifetime as a political
His best-known work, the Oresteia trilogy, directly organizer for the Areopagites, but only that he had
addressed the question of natural law in a defense of fought at Marathon.
the Council of the Areopagus. The council was It was ten years before Persia attempted a new
shown to the audience as elevated by Athena, the conquest of Greece. During this time, the Areopagites
goddess of wisdom. Aeschylus attacks Apollo as a worked in Athens to create a navy and a corps of
rapacious violater of natural law. trained sailors, capable of defending against an antici-

pated naval assault. Their efforts bore fruit again, as
Persia suffered an even more devastating defeat than
Marathon when Darius's successor Xerxes sailed

against the Greek city-states in 480 B.C.The Xerxes proved he had learned little from thedefeat at Marathon. His one innovation was to avoid

Persian War the treacherous waters offthe peninsula of Chalcidice,
where Darius had lost scores of ships, by building a

In 490 B.C., the feared invasion canal through the straits of Mt. Athos. This gigantic
of mainland Greece took place, project, carried out"by an army of slave laborers, was
A huge Persian force of 100,000 coupled with the construction of a bridge across the
troops and 600 ships quickly Dardanelles Straits, another remarkable engineering
overran northern Greece, feat. Across this bridge marched a Persian army
meeting little resistance. The numbering one million, accompanied by the giant
Areopagite faction in Athens Persian fleet which passed through the Mr. Athos
found itself almost entirely canal.

alone in its opposition to Persia. The overwhelming Preparing for a Persian assault from the north, the
material assets of the Persians, coupled with demor- Athenians evacuated their city, moving civilians and
alization and fear produced by the failure of the the army onto the outlying island of Salamis. There,
Ionian rebellion--to say nothing of the intrigue of the they stationed their ships along both sides of the
priests of Apollo--rapidly brought the party favoring channel between the island and the mainland. Athens
capitulation to Persia to the fore alrriost everywhere, greeted the Persian army from a nearly impregnable

Nevertheless, Persia was to suffer a defeat at the island position on Salamis; they fought the Persian
hands of the Greeks so humiliating that to this day navy in the confined waters of the channel and sank
it is remembered as one of the greatest victories Xerxes' fleet. They greeted the Ionian sailors, im-
of a republican citizenry in history--the Battle of pressed to ships' duty by their Persian overlords, with
Marathon. propaganda posters urging them not to fight their

Under the great Areopagite General Miltiades, Greek liberators.
3,000 Greek hoplites from the cities of Athens and Just as at Marathon, the battle of Salamis proved
Plataea faced down 60,000 Persians on the coastal that Persia was not invincible. The newly built and

plain of Marathon in western Greece. The Persian trained Athenian navy destroyed most of Xerxes'
troops were led by the hand-picked crack unit of armada. The Persian despot, stationed atop a moun-
professional soldiers, known as the 10,000 Immortals. tain to witness the battle he thought would be the
Persia's land forces, legions of mercenaries and slaves greatest triumph of his empire, instead watched as his
rounded up from all parts of the empire, were backed slave army was slaughtered.
by a fleet of 300 ships. The ships were manned, by Xerxes attempted to reorganize his army but was
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again defeated by the Greeks at Plataea and at Mycale.
No Persian army would again set foot in Greece.

The, victorious Greeks now took the offensive,
creating a standing force to expel the Persians from,11

Ionia, to assist in the liberation of Egypt, which had
been brought under the Persian yoke in 525 B.C., and
ultimately, to destroy the Persian menace forever.
This force for the first time united the two most

powerful cities in Greece, Athens and Sparta, in the
alliance later known as the Delian league, thereby
sealing a major aim of Areopagite foreign policy.

As Plato's father was growing up, Athens faced
the next great threat to its liberty and development,
the reign of the Persian agent Pericles at the head of
the democracy from 457 to 428 B.C. Falsely remem-
bered as the architect of the Golden Age of Athenian
culture, Pericles spent his decades in public life de- Extent of Persian Empire by 500 B.C.
stroying the city and undermining the anti-Persian
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cause. His destruction of the traditional leadership of ing sophists whose world view is scathingly exposed
Athens paved the way for Sparta's break with the in Plato's dialogues, morality was strictly a matter of
Delian league, which quickly became an instrument convention. The wise man--or sophos--rejected as
of Athenian imperialism instead of Greek resistance superstitious the notion that a moral law reigns,

to Persia, and _?lunged Greece into the nightmarish asserting that "right" and "wrong are relative,
struggle between Athens and Sparta known as the according to circumstances.
Peloponnesian War. Such was the Golden Age of Pericles in Athens.

Pericles sabotaged the Delian league, the bulwark
of Greek defense against the" Persian menace, and
alienated Athens' allies by jacking up membership
contributions and manipulating league policy in the
partisan interests of Athens. He eventually removed War of the
the league treasury from Delos, the site of the second

most important temple of Apollo on the Greek main- reloponneSUS
land, and reestablished it in Athens.

There, league funds were mingled with the city Persia could regard Pericles as
treasury and used by Pericles, the virtual Mussolini of a proven asset. He could be !
his day, to fund the most awesome range and scale of counted upon to give the em-
public works projects ever seen on the peninsula, pire a free hand in Asia and to
That public works effort included the rebuilding of . .suppress a resurgence of anti-
the Acropolis, destroyed by the Persians in the 480 Persian sentiment in Greece.
B.C. invasion. (Ironically, the Acropolis, which was Nevertheless, Persian foreign
designed and first built in the decades preceding policy could not tolerate an in-
Pericles, is today commonly thought to symbolize the dependent Greek mainland. The Athenian Empire
greatness of Periclean Athens.) was now a formidable military power, much more so

As a meal ticket could always be gotten in Athens, than it had been in the days of Marathon and Salamis.
the city began to swarm with free peasants, who left To avert the threat that Athens might ever fall into
behind with their life in the country a mountain of hands dedicated to completing the work of Miltiades
bad agricultural debts and ov'erworked farmland of and the Areopagites, Persia resolved that Athens must
declining fertility. With agriculture in collapse, grain be destroyed, and with it the rest of Greece. This they
and other foodstuffs for Athens were carried in from nearly succeeded in accomplishing, through the agen-
the Black Sea, and productive industry in Athens was cy of the Peloponnesian War.
reduced to pottery making and silver mining. The Although the facts are plain to see in the historical
economic collapse brought on by Pericles brought a record, the Peloponnesian War has never been accu-
shift in the city's policy toward its colonies. Athens rately explained by any historian. This Thirty Years
emphasized less and less scientific and commercial War of the ancient world," which raged from 431 to
interchange, and more and more the mother city's 404 B.C., has for centuries been described as a contest
imperial looting rights in its colonies, between Sparta and the Athenian league. In reality,

The most pernicious of Pericles' policies, how- the antagonists were the Greeks, and the Persian
ever, was embodied in his education program. His " oligarchs, who wielded their time-tested offensive
sponsorship of the so-called sophist movement was a strategy of"divide and conquer."
profound attack on Athens' most precious remaining Persia funded and intrigued with both Sparta and
asset: the intellectual and moral powers of her citizen- Athens. First, it exacerbated the tensions between the
ry. two city-states which the Areopagite faction of Ath-

For a price, any Athenian who wished his chil- ens had worked for decades to soothe. Then Persia
dren to prosper in the city government could have ignited the conflict, using the Delphi temple priests to
them trained in rhe'toric and "sophistry"--the art of entice the reluctant Spartans into declaring war over
making the weaker argument appear the stronger-- an insignificant change of government in a far-flung
by a teacher from Pericles' pool of trained dema- Greek city. Throughout the war, Persia played the
gogue-orators. Together with this, a materialist vari- contending alliances like a seesaw, leveraging gold,
ety of natural science, excluding the human mind as intelligence, and the prophesies of their cults' oracles
a subject worthy of inquiry and deprecating mathe- to disrupt each of the attempted settlements and to
matics, was promoted by Pericles' chief adviser, offset any military superiority capable of winning the
Anaxagoras. war for either side.

To Gorgias, Thrasymachus, and Protagoras, lead- In the course of 27 years, the Peloponnesian War
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came close to destroying Greek civilization. Within wrestling, as did every Athenian aristocrat of his time.
the first two years of the War, a new and virulent According to historical tradition, he excelled in gym-
plague struck Athens and killed one quarter of its nastics no less than in his intellectual studies, and
population. Potidaea, the scene of a proudly recount- entered the competitions at the Pythian or Isthmian
ed battle of the Persian War, witnessed the first games. Some weight must be given to this story,
recorded incident of wartime cannibalism during a inasmuch as the name by which he has been known
Spartan blockade. The entire male population of for 2,500 years is not his given name (which was

_, Melos, a neutral in the war, was slaughtered by the Aristocles) but the Greek word for "broad-shoul-
Athenians without military pretext. The decision was tiered."
made on the basis of the sophists' argument that As a teenager, Plato undertook the study of
"justice is the will of the stronger." natural science and philosophy with Cratylus, a stu-

In 417 B.C., Athens was strong enough to bring dent of the Ionian philosopher Heracleitus. Heraclei-
the war to a close. Instead, the city's leaders chose to tus attacked the experience of the senses as a source of
follow the pipedreams of Pericles' ward, the radical knowledge--on much the same basis as the earlier

democrat Alkibiades, in a strategically suicidal inva- philosophers Zeno and Parmenides, who founded the
sion of Sicily. Appealing to the Athenians well- so-called eleatic school. However, Heracleitus came
nurtured cupidity, Alkibiades represented the riches to opposite conclusions to those of the eleatics. The
of Sicily as theirs for the taking. The Athenians eleatics claimed that change was an illusion, and that
enthusiastically backed the invasion over the opposi- the one, true being, is always self, identical and not
tion of their leading general Nikias, who is presented subject to modification. Heracleitus held that change
in Plato's dialogue Laches discussing the meaning of itself is reality, and that nothing is ever the same--in
courage with Socrates. Alkibiades' expedition result- the strict sense--from instant to instant. "You cann&
ed in the decimation of the Athenian army and navy, step in the same river twice" is one of his most famous
as tens of thousands of Athenians died of starvation in postulates.
caves as captives of Sicily. Thus, the young Plato was profoundly influenced

Persian subversion had brought the Greeks into a by each significant current in science and philosophy
collapse administered by their own hand. prior to his time.

For the young Plato, these were not abstract
questions which could be postponed for solution to a
later maturity prepared by decades of reflection. As a

__ remarkably gifted youth from a family with a tradi-

Plato Ill tion olr political rule going back to before Solon, it

• ...._-I. was Plato's wish to enter public life. To be a greatHis Youl.ll leader of the Athenians was not only his desire, but

his duty. While the intellectual struggle over the
Plato had been born in 427 fundamental questions of the nature of universai law
B.C., and his childhood and raged inside him, his city was being torn apart by
young manhood coincided internecine battles so acute as to be remembered
with the worst events of the afterward as more horrible than anything that took
Peloponnesian War. Of his place during the Peloponnesian War.

,_ father, Ariston, we know very As a condition of the peace ending the war,
little beyond the name. He was which was dictated by the same Persian oligarchy
certainly very wealthy, because that had provoked and run the war, a governent was

r Plato's mother, Periktione, came from one of the installed in Athens under the authority of its wartime
most prestigious families in Athens. She was related adversary Sparta. Sparta was at that time dominated
to Solon himself, and could trace her descent back to by Lysander, who had sold his services to Persia in
the last of the Kings of Athens. order to bring about the Spartan victory. The new

Ariston probably died when Plato was very Athenian government, called the Thirty, was de-
young. Periktione later married an Athenian aristo- dared by Lysander himselfin the Athenian assembly,
crat named Pyrilampes, a friend and ally of Pericles and supported by Spartan arms and Persian gold.
and an ambassador to the Persian court in Susa in the The Thirty were drawn from the extreme oli-
negotiations surrounding the end of the Persian War. garchist party, a neanderthal mockery of the leader-
Plato remarks in his dialogue Charmideson the striking ship once provided to Athens by the Areopagite
figure his stepfather cut as a diplomat, aristocracy. Although the new government attracted

As a youth, Plato studied music, writing, and at the onset some of the best elements in Athens
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Grecoe at the Outbreak

of the Peloponnesian
War (432 B.C.)
Thucydides, an Athenian, wrote the his-
tory of the war in which the Peloponne-
sians and the Athenians fought against
one another.., believing that it would be
great and memorable above any previous
war. For both sides were at the height of
their military power, and he saw the rest
of the Greeks either siding or intending to

-- side with one or the other of them.
Thucydides, (l.i. )

The Peloponnesian War, orchestrat-
, _i' ed by Persia, lasted twenty-seven
_Miletus years, and came close to collapsing

-- all of Greece into a dark age.

_!: _ Spartan alliesMiles ......
! i

o lOO Athenian Empire

i

(Plato's uncle Critias and his second cousin Charmides profession in Greece at the time, and Socrates was
were members of the Thirty), it also attracted the probably trained in this craft as a youngster. His
worst. But to seek for clear-cut factional divisions introduction to pubic affairs, however, doubtless

among the Thirty is not especially edifying, since came from his father, who was a close friend of
overall their policy was dominated by Persia, via Aristides the Just, the leader of the Athenian Areopa-'
Sparta. Under the Thirty, Athens degenerated into a gites whose hand had guided the Greek resistance
garrison state almost at once. "throughout the Persian War. Socrates himself was

The Thirty began to exterminate the city's lead- closely associated with the Aristides family, and acted
ing citizens with a chilling efficiency. An army of as ward to Ar'istides' granddaughter and tutor to his
informants descended first on the homes of democrats, grandson.
then resident aliens, and finally on virtually anyone Socrates' mother, as he reminds his students re-
whose household treasury was worth plundering, peatedly, was a midwife, and Socrates tells them that

Thus for Plato the question of universal lawful- _ he is the same--a midwife of ideas, to whom teaching
ness was immediate and essential to the tasks of is the act of giving birth, of bringing forth from
statecraft he must master if he were to save his city. At another mind something already there but not yet
about 20 years of age he met Socrates, a man who was born.
leading the efforts to reestablish the city-building Socrates abandoned his father's profession to be- )
Solonic tradition in Athens. gin his search for truth in the physical science of his

Socrates was an intimate of Plato family's circle time, a remnant of the'Ionian scientific revolution. He
and the leading representatives of the philosophical engaged in empirical scientific experiments, and was
schools to which Plato had been exposed. The young perhaps involved in a school of physikoi, or natural
Plato perhaps met the teacher who was to provoke scientists, of the Ionian tradition. He rejected these
the resolution of the issues on his mind in one of the studies, however, concluding that the methodological
frequent discussions in his stepfather Pyrilampes' basis for such researches did not proceed from a
house, which was visited regularly by politicians, standpoint embracing at once the processes of nature
sophists, and philosophers from all over Greece. and human mind. The fundamental universal law he

Socrates himself was not a member of the Athen, sought required understanding the lawful processes of
ian nobility. His father was a sculptor, a humble mind itself.
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Socrates therefore sought out those individuals influential families into public life, Socrates sought
acclaimed for wisdom: the eleatic philosophers, the almost the opposite: to force young men to examine
Heracleitians, the sophists, and the Homeric tradition- their fitness to rule. This conversation, from Xeno-
alists. In each case he found that the wisest represented phon's Memorabilia of Socrates, rings true as an exam-
themselves well in setting forth their views, but not ple of Socrates' refusal to flatter his students:
so well under questioning. Socrates often found that

_ his self-satisfied interlocutors, sophists like Protagoras Glaucon, [Plato's brother[ the son of Ariston,

and teachers of rhetoric like Gorgias, were unable to though he was not yet twenty years old, wanted
explain conceptions crucial to their professed areas of to be a leader in the state and was trying to

• competence and suffered from an inability to think address the Assembly. None of his friends or
that was the same as an inability to teach. Plato's relatives could stop him from being dragged from

dialogues, which have brought many of these discus- the podium and making himself ridiculous. Soc-
sions between Socrates and the thinkers of his time rates, who was interested in Glaucon through

down to us, capture like an insect in amber the ]Plato's grandfather] Glaucon's son Charmides
pretentions of such men exploded by Socrates. and through Plato, was the only one who suc-

Socrates' method of bringing the critical political ceeded in stopping him. When he met Glaucon,
and moral questions of his day to scrutiny by holding he first contrived to get him to listen willingly by
day-to-day decision-making up for comparison to a saying, "Glaucon, have you decided to be a
universal ethic was attacked as negative and destruc- leader in our state?"
tive. In his play The Clouds, the comedian Aristo- "I have, O Socrates."
phanes ridicules Socrates, portraying him as a sophist "By Zeus, of all the things among mankind,
floating in a basket above the pragmatic concerns of that is fine! Clearly, if you succeed in holding
the city. Plato's Republic depicts the democratic orator office, you will have the power to get what you
Thrasymachus in another attack on Socrates: wish and you will be able to help your friends.

You will elevate your father's household, increase
"What nonsense is this, Socrates," he roared, your fatherland, and be famed--first in the state,

"And why do you all simple-mindedly concede then in Greece, and perhaps, like Themistocles,
to one another? But if you really want to know even among the barbarians. Wherever you may
what the just is, then don't just ask questions, or be, you will be admired by all."
puff yourself up by contradicting every answer When Glaucon heard this, he was proud and
you get--since you know that it is easier to ask gladly agreed. Then Socrates added, "Isn't it clear
questions than to answer them--but answer your- that if you want to receive honor, you must
self and tell us what you say the Just is. And don't benefit the state?"
tell me that it is what ought te be, or that which "Absolutely."
is useful, or what is due, or profitable, or advan- "By the gods," exclaimed Socrates, _Don't
tageous, but tell me clearly and precisely what keep it back from us! Tell us how you will begin
you have to say. I won't accept it if you say any to help the state!"
of this kind of stupidity." When Glaucon was silent as if thinking then

for the first time how he would begin, Socrates
, , But for those who shared Socrates' commitment said, "If you wanted to increase the estate of a

to truth, and who would wrestle with difficult ques- friend, you would try to
make him richer. Would

tions knowing that it is harder to ask them than to you try then to make the state richer?"• answer, Socrates taught a means for finding the "Absolutely."
pathway toward truth. Posing a problem, examining "Would the state be richer if it received
it, and discussing itJ were all means to finding the more revenue?"
higher standpoint from which it could be solved. "Quite likely."

It was part of Socrates' method to disclaim his "Then tell us the sources of revenue for the
own knowledge of the answers to the questions he state now, and how much they yield. For. you
posed. 'This he did to ensure that as his students must have studied the problem so that you can
grasped toward, and found a solution, the authority make up the difference if the income falls below
for the discovery would not arise from Socrates as a what is anticipated and so that you can find new
matter of doctrine, but from the authority of the sources of revenue when the old ones lapse."
student's own power of mind. "But, by Zeus," said Glaucon, "I have not

Far from seeking to direct talented youths from yet studied this."
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10,000 Greek soldiers, principally Spartans, to march

Why behind the challenger to the Persian throne. With this

Socrates material backing came conditions: that a victorious

Was Murdered Cyruswould free Ionia"from Persian rule, reopen theBlack Sea to unrestrained Greek trade and coloniza-
tion, and dismantle the networks of Persian influence.

We have touched only briefly in Greece itself.
on the organizing method_ by There is little doubt that Socrates was aware of,
which Socrates trained his fac- and supported, Cyrus's expedition. He consulted with
tion's next generation of lead- his intelligence networks across the Mediterranean on
ers, the most outstanding of the planned invasion, and sent his pupil Xenophon on
whom was Plato. Most ac- an intelligence probe to the Temple of Apollo at
counts of Socrates stop short Delphi. Following this, the twenty-three year old
with his teaching and his phi- Xenophon, Socrates' second-most outstanding pupil,

losophy. But the circumstances of the great Athenian's was sent to join the Persian challenger.
life--and death--make clear that he was on the front Cyrus marched his Greek army into Asia Minor,
lines of the battle against the Persian oligarchy, and, in a series of lightning raids, established control

Socrates served in the army of Athens, as did most of the entire eastern Mediterranean coastal area of
free men of his time. Later, he eschewed public office, Persia. He then prepared to meet Artaxerxes in the
preferring the freedom of political activity afforded city of Cunaxa, near Babylon, confident of victory as
him as a "gadfly." One detailed account0f Socrates he commanded an army of vastly superior Greek
in government, however, has given us much insight hoplitesagainst the Persian troops of his brother.
into the nature of his politics. Cyrus made only one military mistake during the

In 406 B.C., two years before the defeat of Athens course of his campaign, and it cost him everything.
in the Peloponnesian War, Conon, the city's leading His army won the battle, but lost its general. AI-
democratic military man, charged the entire Athenian though warned at all costs not to do so, Cyrus rushed
general staff with refusing to pick up shipwrecked into the fray to wage single combat against Arta-
soldiers following the battle of Arginusae. Leveling xerxes, and was cut down.
this capital charge was nothing other than an attempt- The situation now confronting Cyrus's army was
ed military coup d'&at in legal guise. Some of the bleak. Although they had achieved military victory,
generals had themselves been shipwrecked. Others _ their candidate for the Persian throne was dead.
were unable to sail because of storms, or were not Immediately, a factional brawl erupted within the
near the wrecks, army leadership. A tenuous agreement was reached,

Socrates was at this time serving his term in and the proposal accepted that a member of Cyrus's
rotation as president of the Athenian assembly. He general staffbe chosen to serve as king so that military
stopped the trial, declaring it in violation of the laws operations could be continued. However, the Ten
of Athens, and refused to put the question to a vote. Thousand had a traitor in their midst, the Athenian
The democratic party howled, and in spite of Socra- general Meno, .who had a secret deal to betray the
tes' efforts, condemned the generals to death the entire top leadership of the Greeks into Artaxerxes'
following day. The military leadership of Athens was_ hands.
destroyed, and the way paved to a Persian-dictated Meno, whom Plato portrays baiting Socrates_in
Spartan victory over Athens in less than two years, his dialogue named after the treacherous general,

This defeat for Socrates and his allies was only proposed that the army seek a negotiated settlement,
one setback of the Peloponnesian War period. By the with guarantees of safe conduct on their 1,500 mile
end of the 27 years of fighting among the city-states, march back to Greece. When Cyrus's general staff
offensive action against Persia mounted from within arrived at the negotiations, Artaxerxes seized and
Greece was impossible. The city,-building faction was killed them all. The Ten Thousand were left leaderless
forced to look elsewhere for developments that would in a hostile, unfamiliar, and dangerous land. The
tip the strategic balance back in their favor, army could well have disintegrated and disbanded,

The turningpoint came in 401 B.C., when Cyrus, but for the leadership of several young men who
the brother of the new Persian King Artaxerxes, took came forward from its ranks to lead the Greeks back
to the battlefield to challenge his brother's rule. We to Ionia. One of these was Socrates' student, Xeno-
know little for certain of Cyrus's motives. We do phon, whose Expedition of Cyrus tells us much of what
know, however, that he was supported by the anti- we know about this chapter of ancient history.
Persian faction in Greece, which raised an army of Although Artaxerxes had survived his brother's
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BLACK SEA

Sinope

Cyrus's Expedition and the the real aim of his expedition: capture of the Persian throne.

March of the Ten Thousand (401 B.C.) Cyrusmet and defeatedArtaxerxesat Cunaxa, near Ba-bylon-butwas killed in action. Artaxerxas then seized and
Cyrus, the younger brother of the Persian King Artaxerxes, murdered the entire leadership of Cyrus's army, which
led a chiefly Greek army in a rebellion that came close to would have then disbanded had it not been for the leadership
destroying the Persian Empire. Collecting his army in Sardis, around Socrates' young associate Xenophon. The route of
the capital of Lydia where he ruled as a satrap, Cyrus Cyrus's army to Cunaxa, and back to Trapezus on the Black
marched through Phrygia on the pretext of putting down Sea, known as the March of the Ten Thousand, is shown
local rebellions. At the famous Cilician Gates he announced here.

challenge, the expedition of the Ten Thousand left the Athenian end of the seesaw rise again.
the foreign policy of Persia in complete disarray. Not Art_xerxes began negotiations leading to a reviv-
only had the expedition come close to success, but the ai of Atfienian sea-power, hoping to nurture Athenian
very ease with which Cyrus's army had cut through imperialism and use it to outflank the Greeks. No
the Persian Empire would certainly invite further doubt, two Athenian leaders figured in these negoti-'
attempts. That same army was still intact, and sitting ations: Meno and the Athenian admiral Conon.
in an impregnable position in Ionia. Both Meno and his friend Anytus appear in

The Persian oligarchs who engineered the Pelo- Plato's famous dialogue. Meno, identified as' the
ponnesian War, and awarded Sparta the victory in "Guest-Friend of the Great King," a polite locution
that contest to ensure continued rivalries among the for a Persian agent, has been discussing with Socrates
Greek city-states, now reconsidered their strategy. A whether virtue can be taught. In the course of the
Sparta backed by Persian gold had maintained the discussion, Socrates makes a number of attacks on the
army led by Cyrus against Artaxerxes' throne, and leading politicians of his day--and by implication on
was fast becoming more of a threat to the empire than Meno himself. A skillful diplomat, Meno does not let
even the maritime strength and Areopagite traditions down his polite mask. But not so Anytus, who tells
of Athens. Persia concluded that the Spartan settle- Scorates in no uncertain terms that if he continues to
ment was no longer viable as the cornerstone of its speak like this he can expect to come to grief.
divide-and-conquer strategy, and resolved to make Plato's Meno gives the informed reader of his
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time--and today--all the information needed to iden- out his work'Plato.
tify the enemies and assassins of Socrates. Anytus was _ The death of Socrates has come clown in history
Socrates' chief accuser at the trial which cost him his as one of the greatest crimes ever to be committed
life, and was rewarded with a career as a leading against human reason. Now, at long last, the cold
figure in the Persian-backed Second Athenian Con- light of justice is shined on his murderers. It was the
federacy. Clearly, Persia had given the word that the collaborators of the bestialist Persia empire within
success of the plan to once again set the Greeks against Athens who condemned Socrates, and resolved over
each other depended on neutralizing Greece's anti- his dead body that the city would no longer be the
Persian faction. The leader of that faction, Socrates, policy-making center for the anti-Persian faction
must be gotten out of the way. Socrateshad led.

In 399 B.C., Meno's friend Anytus and two other
members of the democratic faction grouped ar6und
Admiral Conon, brought charges against Socrates on
grounds of impiety and corruption of the young.

These charges were not only absurd, but bore no New Offensive
relation to the grounds on which Socrates was finally A _111"1
condemned. They were designed to call to the minds .-,,----st Persia

_, of the jurors the decades of calumny directed against
the great thinker--that he was'a sophist, that he had The Socratic circle fled Athens
sided with the oligarchist government of the Thirty immediately following Socra-
against the leading democratic families of Athens, that tes' death, aware that Persia
he was pro-Spartan in the Peloponnesian War. would seek to undermine every

As he had done hundreds of times through the remaining influence be pos-
decades, Socrates used the charges against him as a sessed. For a brief period, they
springboard for political organizing. In the Apology, regrouped at the home of Eu-
Plato's beautiful account of Socrates' speech in his cleides of Megara, the leader of
own defense, we see Socrates using the trial as a test of the eleatic philosophers, at his estate in Megara, a
the Athenians. Refusing the appeal to his audience's Spartan-allied city not far from Athens.
fear and suspicion, Socrates bluntly compares his Soon, perhaps within a year, Plato left Greece for
qualities of mind, moral character, and his leadership a visit to another great center of opposition to Persia,
to that demonstrated by his opponents. He tells the Egypt. A satrapy of the Persian Empire since being
Athenians that if they prefer the likes of Anytus to conquered by King Cambyses in 525 B.C., Egypt had
Socrates, it is themselves they are condemning. Re- nevertheless maintained a continuously functioning
grettably, this is what they do._ antioligarchist elite. This elite was centered in the

As was customary, Socrates is asked to offer a Amon priesthood, which carried on a centuries-long
penalty he believes fit to pay for his crimes after the political interchange with the outstanding leaders of
guilty verdict is delivered against him. He replies that the Greek anti-Persian faction. In fact, the Athenian
a fitting judgment would be to award him free meals law-giver Solon and the Ionian scientist Thales had
for life, and raises a clamor from,the jury with this traveled to Egypt nearly 200 years earlier to consult
blunt statement. Plato records that he offered a money with the Amon priests when the Babylonian-Persian
fine, which Socrates accepts, if the jury take it. threat first loomed in the fifth century B.C.

But when the final vote is cast, the jurymen We know that Plato followed Solon's footsteps
instead condemn Socrates to die by drinking hemlock, to Egypt and we can be quite sure that he involved
Efforts are made by the great teacher's friends to himself in political conspiracy for the thirteen years
allow him to escape, but Socrates refuses. Athens is he was there. Although historical sources now extant
the city in which he had worked, and which he had give us no specific information on the visit, it _ quite
called upon to conduct its affairs in the spirit of the clear from the events of the period that Plato came to
law: he could not now flee that city without destroy- Egypt as_anemerging leader of the international fight

ing his effectiveness as a teacher and a moral example, against the Persian oligarchs, and conducted his cam-
The Athenians must suffer the consequences of meir paign on behalf of the city-builders from this new
lawlessness by the loss of their best teacher, Socrates. base of operations.

Moreover, Socrates was by 399 B.C. an old man, By the time Plato arrived in Egypt, around 398
over seventy, and had succeeded in replicating his B.C., Persia had brought both Sparta and Athens into
method in an outstanding pupil capable of carrying its grip. It was Persia's intention to use the Greek city-
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states and their military might as enforcei_s of the most trusted men in Asia Minor, such an election
empire's economic and political policy throughout would certainly be manipulated to place Lysander on
the Mediterranean. the throne.

Artaxerxes' agent in Sparta, Lysander, had se- The traitors in Athens also did their part. Admiral
cured the ouster of the heir apparent to the Spartan Conon prepared the Athenian navy to join with
throne and replaced him with his uncle, Agesilaus. Persian ships in an offensive to destroy Spartan control
Agesilaus had the look of a readily manipulable of the Ionian coast. If this territory fellinto Persian-
puppet who depended on Lysander's backing to keep allied hands, Agesilaus would be cut off from his path
the throne. The legitimate monarch was still living, of return to Greece, and whatever victories were
ready to be used against Agesilaus at any time. accomplished inland would be rendered meaningless.
Moreover, Agesilaus himself had exhibited no sign of What prevented the destruction of the Agesilaus
his extraordinary leadership capabilities. He had en- campaign was help from an international flank: the
dured the banal military rigors of the typical Spartan Egyptian component of the anti-Persian alliance,
citizen--a regimen designed to teach men to serve, whose actions show the hand of Plato--although the
not to rule. And he was lame in one leg, a fact sure to evidentiary fingerprints have been worn away. For
lower his prestige in the eyes of Sparta's body-cultist both the threat of internal Spartan subversion and the
warriors, military threat of Conon's Persian-financed naval

Agesilaus's elevation to the throne was a political power were overcome, not from any Greek city, but
victory for both Persia and Lysander, then at the from Egypt, where Plato was on the scene.
height of his prestige. With Agesilaus as a figure head Lysander's plot to capture the Spartan throne was
ruler, Lysander planned to conquer Greece as the undone by the priests of the Egyptian cult of Amon,
power behind the throne and present it as a satrapy to who came forward publicly for the only time in
Persia. recorded history, to denounce the Temple of Apollo

But once again, the international city-builders' and Lysander as conspirators, and demand the expul-
faction turned a Persian asset against the empire. No sion of Lysander from Sparta. The Spartans refused to
sooner had Lysander placed Agesilaus on the throne, expel Lysander; but the priests' disclosures ended the
than Agesilaus announced that he would personally conspiracy and he was stripped of all influence.
lead the Ten Thousand, still assembled in their camps To abet Agesilaus's forces in developing a naval
in Ionia, in a final assault on the Persian king. This capability strong enough to withstand the Athenians
time, the expedition would be backed by the military under Conon, the Egyptian King Nephertites gave
power and authority of Sparta, and its aim would be the Spartans materials for the production of one
the destruction of the Persian menace, hundred war ships, and 500,000 measures of grain.

Agesilaus, dismissing Lysander as general and That Plato's principal activity in Egypt during
taking full command himself, traveled to Ionia to take this perod was connected to the Agesilaus campaign
over the army that had been kept in training for two is proven by his collaboration in Egypt with Eudoxus
years.by lower-level Spartan commanders. There he of Cnidos, one of the most outstanding mathemati-
met Xenophon, the student of Socrates and associate cians of all times and after Plato himself probably the
of Plato, who was to become his trusted adviser and greatest mind of the century. This collaboration,
friend for the rest of his life. which was to last until the end of both men's lives,

After a series of provisioning raids, Agesilaus was not only one of the most important for the history
prepared his army for battle against the forces of the of science, but for the efforts of the city-building
Persian king. In 395 B.C., Agesilaus and the Ten faction of Plato's era.
Thousand completely destroyed Artaxerxes' army. Eudoxus is described by his ancient Greek biog-

The road to Susa, Persia's capital and administrative rapher as anagent of Agesilaus in Egypt. He was also
center, was opened. A brief military campaign was a central figure in another circle of me anti-Persian
all that was needed, to crush Persia forever, conspiracy: the Pythagorean communities of southern

While Artaxerxes' army was being ripped to Italy and the Greek city-state of Thebes which were
shreds on the battlefields, Persia's strategists were by • guided by Socrates until his death. In 399 B.C., when
no means sitting idly by. The agent Lysander hatched Socrates was on trial, representatives of this group
a deal with Persia's cult of ApoUo at Delphi, in which flocked to Athens, seeking to protect Socrates from
certain prophesies would be promulgated to the effect the Persian frontmen and to offer him exile in their
that Sparta's kings must resign, and an election cities.
thrown open to all citizens. In the faction-ridden The political occupation of the Greek mainland
Sparta of the time, especially with Agesilaus and his by agents of Persia proved, however, to be the defeat
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of the city-builders. At the moment of Agesilaus's Further Nonspecialist Reading
triumph over the oligarchy's forces in Persia and
Ionia, Artaxerxes hatched a new flank, one which the.

anti-Persian conspirators Were not able to counter. Primary Sources

Through the bribery of leading politicians in Athens, In addition to Plato's Dialogues, the following original sources provide
Corinth, _indThebes, a hoked-up Corinthian war was background to the history of classical Greece.

declared against Sparta. 1. Kirk and Raven, The Pre-Socratic Philosophers. Since the writings of

When informed of the magnitude of the forces Heracleitus and other pre-Socratic philosophers have come down to

arrayed against him at home, Agesilaus reluctantly us only in citations by later authors, we must rely on collections like
this one. Ignore the commentary.

honored his recall, knowing that with its best troops 2: Herodotus, History of the Persian Wars. The earliest historical work
in Asia, his city would be devastated by the Corinthi- extant, Herodotus's witty and livelyaccountwas written after his

an alliance. "I have been driven from Asia by 10,000 travels through Greece, Asia Minor, and Egypt in the fifth centuryB.C.

archers," the Spartan general said. He was referring 3. Thucydides, History of the Peloponnesian War. Despite its occasional
not to any military force, for he could have marched lapses in candor, this is the basic account of the war by a man who

to Susa without m_eting any, but to the gold coin of was briefly an Athenian general in its early campaigns.
4. Xenophon, Anabasis (Cyrus's Expedition). This is the major source

the Persian realm, the daric, which was stamped with for the history of the Ten Thousandby its leader on the return trip to
the image of a bowman. Ionia. Both a crucial historical document and a thrilling adventure, it

Suddenly faced with the collapse of their military was, prior to this century, the standard text for studying Greek in all

campaign against Persia, Plato, and his collaborators grammar school and secondary school education.5. Xenophon, Memorabilia. This provides a valuable picture of Soc-
had no choice but to build a new strategic orientation rates in action.

from scratch. Mainland Greece was to be wracked by 6. ClassicalGreekTragedy. Only seven plays eachofAeschylus and
Persian-instigated wars for the next twenty years. Sophocles survive less than one-tenth of their known output. Thebest introduction to these works is the sole surviving trilogy (the form
The heroic Agesilaus would again have a chance to in which classical tragedy was presented) of each author: Aeschylus's

bloody Persia's nose, but not before the Persian- Oresteia,consistingofthe plays Agamemnon, The Libation Bearers, and

funded troops of Thebes nearly captured his native the Eumenides; and Sophocles' Theban plays, Oedipus Rex, Oedipus atColonus, and Antigone.
city, and dashed the Spartans' proud claim that "no 7. Plutarch, Lives. Plutarch was active around the second century

Spartan woman had ever seen an enemy's campfires." A.D. He was a priest of the oracle of Apollo, and his works must be
read with this fact in mind. His position in the temple, however, gave
him access to an enormous amount of otherwise unavailable infor-

, mation. Plutarch's historical profiles include Solon, Agesilaus, Lys-

Coming in Part II: In the 'wake of the failure of under, Aristides, Pericles, Nikias, Alkibiades, and Artaxerxes.

Agesilaus's Persian campaign, Plato seeks to createa new
flank in the anti-Persian struggle. We follow him from Secondary Sources
Egypt to the court of Archytas of Tarentum, a great ruler 1. Bury, J. B., History ofGreece.Likeallgeneralhistoriesof Greece,

and scientist, and thence to Syracuse, the richestcity in the Bury's is entirely fraudulenton strategic andrelatedquestions. But it
provides an otherwise readable account of the major events of Greek

Greek world. In Syracuse, Plato seeks to transformits ruler, history.
Dionysius I, into a leadercapableof rallying Greeceagainst 2. Olmstead,T. A.,Historyof the Persian Empire. Olmstead was an

the oligarchy, admirer of the Persian system, but he is accurate in his discussion of
the Marduk priesthood's control of Cyrus, the activities of the Apollo

Expelledfrom Syracuse, Plato returns to Athens, where oracle, and the consequences of the ancient oligarchy's system .of

he seeks to establisha cadreforce qualified to organize the political economy. This is the only recommendable history of the
period, although it is often rough going for the nonspecialist.

Greek cities, still bleeding themselves in incessantwars, to 3. Guthrie, W. K. C., The Greeks and Their Gods. This businesslike

turn insteadagainst Persia. To do this, Plato composeshis survey of the Greeks' gods and mythologies happily eschews cultish
Republic, the best known and least understood of his interpretation and is a handy guide for students of the ancient period.

dialogues. 4. Schiller, Friedrich, "The Legislation of Lycurgus and Solon." This
essay, written by the young Schiller, is a valuable intro_luction to

Plato is recalledto Syracuseafter the deathof Dionysius Greek civilization as its central theme is the relationship of state policy
by his son and successor,Diotiysius II. He is assistedby his to city-building.

student andfriend, Dion, in efforts to launch a program of 5. LaRouche,Lyndon H.,Jr. "The SecretsKnownOnlyto the Inner
Elites," The Campaigner, May-June 1978. This piece is the definitive

city building and education reviving '"Greek reason" and account of LaRouche's historiographic method, which develops the

enabling Syracuse to emerge as leader of the anti-Persian "long lines" of history in terms of its actual dynamic: the battle

alliance.Ruined by a courtcabal,Dion is exiled, between humanists and oligarchists completely concealed from read-ers of traditional histories.
A third visit to SyracuseconvincesPlato that the House 6. Zoakos, Criton, "Aristotle, Political Warfare, and Classical Stud-

of Dionysius is entirely corrupt.Again, he mustformulate a ies,"Th'eCampaigner,September-October,1978.
newflank--and in doing so,forges new weapons in politics ArnestPaul,"From Babylon to Jerusalem: The Genesis of the Old

Testament", The Campaigner, Fall 1977.
and epistemology through the vehicle of hls dialogues that These articles apply the LaRouche method in epistemology and
are the immediate foundation for those sciences today, historiography. The present article is repeatedly indebted to them.
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FRIEDRICHSCHHJ_ ANDCONTEMPORARYCULTURE

ANINTERVIEWWITH
HELGAZEPP-LAROUCHE

"What united everySne was
the idea: this was a

fight for the classics."
The Wiesbaden Private sical works without ad-

Academy for Humanist hering to the actual views
Studies held a symposium of the author. For exam-
on "Friedrich Schiller and .... ple, the directors of a re-
Today'sCulture" in the cent Dusseldorf perform-
city of Mannheim, Feder- ance of Schiller's Mary
al Republic of Germany, Stuart decided that Schill-
on November 27-30 of er was describing female
last year. Helga Zepp- schizophrenia, and in or-
LaRouche played a cru- der to demonstrate this
cial role in organizing the they had one actress play
conference. In addition to both Elizabeth I and Mary
her work in the private Stuart. In order to show
Academy for Humanist that female schizophrenia
Studies, Helga Zepp- could only be overcome
LaRouche is an.executive by sensuousness, they had
committee member of the the actress jump onstage
International Caucus of naked!

Labor Committees. Helga Zepp-LaRouche with a portrait of Friedrich Schiller. Now, once you un-
derstand the significance

Campaigner: Mrs. LaRouche, I know you'll be of the classics for education, you cannot permit this to
reporting on the symposium later, but before you become the dominant view of Schiller. So we made
begin let me ask you where the idea of the Schiller a pact not to tolerate it. We chose Mannheim for our
conference originated, symposium in order to make this point.
Helga Zepp-LaRouche: The idea of holding a
Schiller symposium arose originally during the SchiU- Campaigner: Reports of the conference make it
er festival held in Mannheim in May 1980. The sound more like a Schiller festival itself, or a political
festival was turned into total garbage through the convention, than an academic conference. Was that
conception of Regietheater, which means staging clas- the intention?
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HZL: Look. Cultural life has been degenerating ious aspects of the symposium.
worldwide since the middle of the 1960s. The 1970s Let me put it this way. First of all, I think that
were characterized by the outright celebration of Will Quadflieg is definitely one of the last great actors
evil: the horror movies, satanic movies, "Exorcists" of the classical school, t should make clear for an
of various kinds. Americax audience that the notion of an actor in the

Beginning in the mid 1960s, through a set of United States is totally different, like Frank Sinatra or
school reforms in Germany, the classics began to be Hollywood. In Germany, they are national heroes if
presented in a pluralistic way. They weren't thrown they are good, like the musicians Fiirtwangler and
out entirely, but they were mixed together with Schlussnus. Owing to the significance of poetic dra-
modern authors, the existentialists and so forth. So a ma, a classical actor has a certain uplifting quality; it's
value scale no longer exists in the schools today. No not the negative notion that it is here. A classical actor
one dares to say, "'that is good, that is what should be is associated with a quality of morality.
learned." Peter Otten, who is perhaps a less famous actor,

Now I was born in 1948, but I happened to have also participated in the conference. So we had two
teachers who insisted that I read the classics. Other- recitation evenings, one Quadflieg and the other
wise you have no criteria, no way to measure other Otten, which were tremendously exciting. The
directions. And in the work of the Humanist Acade- whole purpose of the conference was to demonstrate
my over the past several years we have been con- that there are very definite rules in the classics; just as
cerned, for starters, to reestablish clear criteria and you have counterpoint in music, you have the same
not abandon the theater to these fakers. We have thing in drama, poetry, and so forth. So you can be
fought for decent performances, and secondly to totally truthful to the intention of the author and the
reintroduce the notion of classical education as a individual artist has tremendous freedom to interpret
standard in the school curriculae, and be poetic himself.

So the conception behind the symposium was This was demonstrated overwhelmingly by these
absolutely not to hold an academic conference. We two performances. For example, Schiller's ideas are
wanted to make the event so big, so important, that it extremely forceful, hubristic, commanding, and Will
would mark a change in the entire cultural life of Quadflieg was able to get this across. He is a master in
Germany. We wanted to present Schiller as a poet, as conveying this promethean side of Schiller. Peter
a historian, as a philosopher, to look at his conception Otten, on the other hand, was able to bring forth the
of history as the basis of his drama, to examine his quality of the beautiful soul. They had very different
specific notion of poetry's role in education, particu- interpretations, even though many of the poems they
larly of youth. We were presenting the Schiller recited overlapped.
question m a much more profound way, and the Then there was Professor,Benno von Wiese, the
whole program was organized around this. That's great old man of German literature. He spoke about
why we brought together people from the universi- the role of death in Schiller's works. Schiller was
ties, teachers, students, high school pupils, theater physically very ill from the age of 24 on, and he had
people, actors, directors .... to struggle with various illnesses for the rest of his

life. He had to continuously confront the fact that life
Campaigner: In order to actually achieve a change is finite. Benno von Wiese is 81 years old himself,
in the cultural life in Germany .... which gave his presentations a certain stature, plus his
HZL" Yes, in order to set up a criterion, so that after own speech was so developed it was almost like I

this symposium no one could ever do anything on reciting again.
Schiller without being measured against the standard So, of the conference overall, the individual
that we set. presentations were good to great; but what united

everyone who spoke--of course, there were varied
Campaigner: Do you think you succeeded? approaches to the problems--was that this was a fight
HZL" Definitely. For everybody who participated, for the classics. There was a process going on. We
this conference was one of the most exciting and went three and a half days together, and the climate
illuminating experiences of their lives. It was the first between all the active speakers built up. You know
time since 1859, which was the hundredth birthday of what happens when you have five, six, seven creative
Schiller, when celebrations were held all over the people fighting for a creative task. And then the
world, that the German population was consciously audience was also extremely receptive, and this had
fighting in large numbers for the classics. Altogether an effect on the speakers.
there were about a thousand participants in the var- It was like a spark of creativity, proving that if
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great people unite to fight on a programmatic basis, which the people portrayed are smaller than their
which in this case happened to be the work of fates? Art should only concern the great issues of
Schiller, it gives it a quality of its own. mankind, which lift people above their normal day-

to-day misery."
Campaigner: Why don't you give us a sense of the In the postwar period especially, you may be able
presentations. You opened the conference, didn't to call some things art, ultimately perhaps, but there
you? is nothing really great. What is worse, it's controlled
HZL: Yes. In fact, I polarized the whole thing at the by a literary mafia which decides what to make
start. I said that in our time, where we have a money out of. Naturally the press wasn't a bit pleased
worldwide collapse of culture, it is important to do when I said this.
what was done on other such occassions and con- So that set the tone. Then came Benno von

sciously connect yourself to the highest points attained Wiese, and he said, if somebody confronts the ques-
by culture in the past. It is undeniable that we have a tion that one's life lasts only so many years and that
worldwide increase in irrationalism--look at Kho- anything you contribute to mankind must come out
meini and you see what I mean, and there are various of that span, then to overcome death you must create

something immortal
while you are still alive.
Schiller did not leave his

struggle with physical ill-
ness in the banal world of

personal life. He took the
emotional experience of
superseding the bounds of
his material, physical cir-
cumstances, and used this

emotional quality to un-
derstand what it meant,
for instance, for the Mar-
quis of Posa in the play
Don Carlos to regard the
republican cause as more
important than whatever
personal fortune he might
accomplish.

This is an essential

point. How do you reach
Symposium speakers breakfor dinner. From left, Zepp-LaRouche Will Quadflieg, and Benno reason? How do you ed-
von Wiese. ucate people to be world-

historical individuals, to

other phenomena, the drug culture, rock culture, and contribute something to the cause of all mankind?
so forth. If you look at the decay of civilization, it is And think, here was this great old man, Benno von
very important to understand that this is not the first Wiese, obviously using his own experience toward
time in human history that this has happenec_, the end of his life; it was very moving.

Now the last German classical period was pretty Then Michael Leibig of the Humanist Academy
much around the time of the American Revolution spoke about Schiller as a historian, This has been
and later. Classical music, for example, from Bach, totally, unjustifiably neglected. Actually, if you take
Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, and so on. But when I Lyndon LaRouche's "The Secrets Known Only to
said that nothing great had been produced after the the Inner Elites" as the standpoint of modern histo-
first half of the nineteenth century, it caused a storm riography, then the only thing before it which comes
of protest, close to the conception is Schiller. His speech on

Now, there were some legitimate things produced world history given as a professor at the University of
in that period, things which still bear critical exam- Jena for instance. The question is, how do you educate
ination, but Schiller would have dismissed them. He people up to the level of reason, which is the core of
would have said, "Why put things on the stage in history.
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Campaigner: Schiller did an enormous amount of kowski of Albany started with the difficulty people
specific historical research before writing his have with Schiller'splay William Tell. The pointof
plays .... the play is the very opposite of the E1 Salvador
HZL: He was extremely knowledgeable. He had revolution, the precise opposite, because it discusses,
the same enemies as the ICLC has tqday: the Pallavi- the point at which murdering a tyrant is legitimate.
cinis, the Jesuits, the French materialists, the British Schiller said very explicitly that there is no legitimacy
empiricists. Literally the same oligarchical families, in running around making rebellion in a Jacobin
who made his life miserable and against whom he sense, any way you feel like. In William Tell he
wrote in all fields, discusses one specific case in which there was no other

Then Dr. Pfarr from Cologne spoke about the alternative, which then opens up a whole bunch of
principle of aesthetics in Schiller's poetry, followed very interesting questions which lead to a discussion
by Anno Hellenbroich
from the Academy, on
Schiller and Beethoven.

Beethoven actually
worked for his entire life

to compose the Ninth
Symphony on Schiller's
"Ode to Joy." Most im-
portantly, Hellenbroich
showed how the minds of
Schiller and Beethoven

were really the same, that
if you understood the
governing laws of the
great works of Beethoven
then you' would under-
stand Schiller, and vice
versa. They shared the
same emotions, the same
republican conceptions.
Both hated pettiness, both Gabriele Liebig, W. Wittkowski, Anno Hellenbroich, Helga Zepp-LaRouche, Peter Otten, and
were concerned about Bennovon Wiese.
what Schiller called the

great issues of mankind. Most of Schiller's poems have of natural law. For instance, it could bring up the
a musical idea which is developed according to a question of Hitler: Is it justified to murder Hitler?
certain lawfulness that is very similar to Beethoven's Even though everyone might not give the same
compositions. We had a very gifted singer sing four answer, the question educates people to develop a
or five Schiller songs by Schubert and Schumann notion of true natural law.
which perfectly demonstrated this. By the way, I
want to stress again that this was one lesson I learned Campaigner: I know you're leading up to your
from the conference. You can have theoretical anal- own conference presentation. You talk about William
ysis about art, music, poetry, but even the best Tell being about the legitimacy of murdering a tyrant
analysis, the best critique will not get the point across like Hitler. Didn't Hitler and fascism come up during
completely if you do not have a performance which your presentation?
makes it come alive. Schiller's teacher Abe_ said this HZL: Yes. There is a slander that Schiller was
was the principle of education, that you could have somehow part of Nazi culture. There are people,
education without analysis, but never without a good particularly in the Anglo-Saxon literature, who basi-
example. This was exactly the right combination, and cally say that humanism leads to fascism. This is the
in the evening when Quadflieg was really most horrible perversion, it just proves that they have
soaring .... no idea what they're talking about, because if they

just took the ideas and compared them they would
Campaigner: He gave people the experience that find out they are opposite.
had been talked about earlier fn the morning.
HZL" Right. Then the next morning Professor Wit- Campaigner: It's like I.F. Stone on Plato.

!
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HZL: Absolutely. Now, you see my subject was autarky and austerity. Schiller says that it looks quite
"The Classical Age and the Republic." I said that pleasantly organized at first glance, but if you really
what constitutes a classical period in art is not what look at it the oppression is tremendous. Then he
the modern-day notion of the word classic means, defines the notion of natural law.
Nowadays people think that a classic is something Even if everything is organized for the well-
old, and relatively famous, usually something no one being of the state, he says, if the purpose of the state is
has ever read. But this has nothing to do with it. in contradiction to the purpose of mankind as a

, Classical periods are governed by clear cut rules, whole, then it doesn't function. Schiller's concept of
however. First of all, classics have to express a univer- the republican development of the state is to create a
sal truth that is true for alltimes, for all periods, and state m which the maximum development of the
all -peoples. Therefore a classic is never a national citizen would give the maximum freedom possible.

i thing, because if it really is a truth about mankind, Now, if you want to have a successful state in
i then it addresses whatever is universal about human which the self-development of all citizens is guaran-
i beings. That is a rigorous definition, teed, then you cannot separate that from definite

Now why in our time, which is so much in need cultural and artistic ideas. I argued that the aesthetic
of ideas that would give people a sense of their higher rules which Schiller developed are binding for all
purpose, should Germany be cut off from the best time; naturally, I knew this would freak people out.

, period ofits history? Naturally, what comesup, what Luckily, I had found a quote from Wilhelm von
stands between today and the German classical period, Humboldt, in which he says that Schiller's writings
is the fascist period. That is why I had to take up the on aesthetic principles are so true that nothing impor-
question, tant could ever be added. Humboldt is a very respect-

ed and established indi-
vidual, who founded Ger-
many's humanist educa-
tion system.

This led to a crucial

question. Consider how
we might educate artists,
actors, directors today, so
that they could write
pieces which would be
equal or greater than the
things written in Schiller's
day. They would have .to
be trained, of course; but

first of all they would
have to be of a certain
moral stature. Otherwise

they could not understand
classical ideas. I went so

far as to suggest that we
could actually divide peo-

The audience,celebratescla_sicalactor Peter Otten. ple into those who under-
stand Schiller because

Classical ideas are the opposite of what led to they try to be or think like him, people who struggle
fascism. If you want to trace back epistemologically for their own humanity, and those who refuse these
where fascism came from, you would have to go back morals and will never understand him.
to Nietszche, Wagner, and certain aspects of the
Romantics and their emotional irrationality. That is Camp g_.aier: You had a gprou of students perform
the emotional root of it. In fact, Schiller wrote the one of Schlller's plays. How did this turn out?
ultimate, smashing critique of all possible fascist HZL- It was tremendous. They did Turandot, de-
states--from China, to Pol Pot, to Nazi Germany--in signed costumes, everything. The students had chosen
his famous article on the laws of Lycurgus and Solon. to study and perform Schiller from among a number
The Greek city Sparta, whose laws were written by of different options. Why? They thought he had the
Lycurgus, was basically a totalitarian state based on Continuedonpage64
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Mound Builder Cultures

of North America
i!.

For more than a century, it has around, and they have not _ ,
been fashionable among historians changed their views. But just ':_
and archaeologists to dismiss the about everyone else, both within ........
history, put forward by Plato in and outside the scholarly establish- , .......
his Timaeus, of an early human ment, is busily uncovering more _
civilization reaching from the and moreevidence of transoceanic The Great SerFent Mound in Adams
shores of the Mediterranean to the contact with the Americas from County, Ohio (right) is 1,330feet long,

circumference of the Atlantic bas- both Asia and Europe in the days and was constructedby mound builders
in. Those who sought evidence of before Columbus. The question is around200 A.D. Above, an archaeolo-
contacts between the Old World becoming not "whether an Atlan- gist's aerial-view drawing of the burial
and the New in the centuries be- tis civilization existed" but "which mound.

fore Columbus have been ridi- among competing and contradic-
culed as cranks, or at best misguid- tory 'Atlantis' theories should we a plant originating in Africa, is
edamateurs, accept." found being grown in South

Official scholarship has held (It should be pointed out that America and Mexico and South-
that the pre-Columbian civiliza- all "Atlantis" views of prehistory east Asia in the eighth millennium
tions of the Americas were the imply the existence of a sea-tracl- B.C. From around 4,000 B.C. we
independent achievement of early ing Atlantic-basin or more global have the cross-breeding of Egyp-
men, deemed to be Mongolian in civilization which collapsed into tian cotton with a wild American
racial stock, who migrated across decline and dark age at several- variety to produce the "native" •
the Bering Straits from Siberia points in its development. A cen- American cotton of today. The
some 30,000 years ago. This doc- tral feature of the Atlantis view- same period also sees the first evi-
trine has carried unquestioned au- point, therefore, is the assertion dence of deep-sea navigation.
thority, despite the fact that the that the human race developed as Also in 1971, the semitic lan-
only evidence for it is the proba- the result of conscious political guages philologist Cyrus Gordon
bility that men did migrate across efforts to spread urban culture, summarized a wide variety ofevi-
the Bering Straits 30 centuries ago. and not as a spontaneous progres- dence for Old and New World
It has been buoyed largely by the sion from tribalism to industrial links in the ancient period. Got-
preconceptions of the Darwinian society as we know it today.) don's evidence included that
theory of evolution, which took drawn from classical authors such
hegemony in American archaeol- Old-New World Links as Plato, Diodorus, Strabo, and
ogy and related fields in the last The past decade has seen, for in- Pliny, from pre-Columbian art
half of the nineteenth century, and stance, publication of a notable and architecture, from technolo-
the views of the cultural relativist symposium titled Man Across the gies such as weaving, and from
school of anthropology, which Sea (1971), which took up an ar- archaeological remains indicating
celebrated primitivism and ray of archaeological and nautical contacts between Middle America
scorned the study of how man issues. Botanists have indentified and such diverse civilizations as
climbed up the cultural ladder to important species of Old World third millennium B.C. Japan and
modern civilization, plants being grown in the Ameri- the Roman world of the first cen-

Cultural relativists are still cas. The bottle gourd, for instance, tury A.D. Gordon also drew new
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nese and other Pacific religious
motifs appeared in the art and
architecture of the Olmec civili-

zation, and even more clearly in
the Chavin culture of coastal Peru

dating from about 900 B.C.
Out of the Adena cultures

emerged the Hopewell mound
builder culture. The Hopewell
culture,' dated from around 300
B.C. to 550 A.D., is known for an
even more elaborate burial ritual

than that of the Adena. The Hope-
well mounds are bigger, and con-
tain more burials, indicating a
proliferation of wealth and a more
differentiated, hierarchical social
structure.

The Hopewell culture fea-
tured a widespread trading net-
work, extending to the Rocky
Mountains, the coast of the Gulf
of Mexico, the northern Great
Lakes area and the East Coast. It

also drew on elements of the spec-
attention to the colorful and per- North America, and was charac- tacular post-Olmec culture of
sistent legends among the Ameri- terized by the building of burial Mexico known by the name of the
can Indians of men coming from mounds comparable to the "tu- city of Teotihuacan.
across the sea to found their civi- muli" or "barrows" that had From this period we find,
lizations, characterized Bronze Age Euro- among the Mexican Indians, the

pean civilization for 1,000 years legends of visitors from across the
/ Pre-Columbian down to that period, sea, and, among the Greeks such as

North America Still scattered through south- Plato and Diodorus, reports of a
Investigations of the "mound ern Ohio today, the Adena continent on the other side of the
builder" culturgs among the mounds are sometimes as high as Atlantic. These classical authors ,
North American Indians, which fifty feet and as much as six and others support archaeological
spanned several distinct cultural hundred feet long. The number evidence of the landing ofexplor-
phases in our nation's prehistory, and size of the burial sites indicates ing parties from the North African
has produced a new wealth of that Adena society had a consid- city of Carthage in such regions as
evidence for t/am-Atlantic links, erable economic surplus to invest Chesapeake Bay and Brazil.
The most fascinating of these is a in their construction. •The Hopewell cultures col-
parallel in the rises and ebbs of Was the Adena culture in- lapsed around 550 A.D., parallel-
civilization in the Old World and spired from Europe, which at the ing the decline of European and
the New. same time saw the revival of the Near Eastern civilization follow-

The earliest mound builders commercial city-states of Phoeni- ing the fall of Rome. The destruc-
were the Adena cultures, a net- cia after some two centuries of tion of Teotihuacan followed
work of tribes centered in present- "dark ages"? Possibly, but not around 700 A.D.
day southern Ohio andthecontig- necessarily. There is some evi- The next phase of mound
uous portions of Kentucky and dence that an impulse may have building in North America pre-
Pennsylvania. Their civilization, come from the Far East, via the ceded the Toltec revival in Mexi-
which originated around 1000 Olmec civilization of Mexico, co, which began around 900 A.D.
B.C., coincided with the intro- which also prospered at the same The Tohecs shared the later
duction ofagrieulture into eastern time. From before 1200 B.C., Chi- mound builders' architectural ap-
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NOTES
i

proach; both dultures built flat- deed found iron furnaces. But he BBC 'GOON SHOW'
topped pyramid-shaped temple found enough preserved tools and
mounds which were not used for slag to analyze and demonstrate
burials. As with the Toltecs, the that he had indeed located metal-
"temple mound builders," whose lurgical remains from an earlier
civilization was centered in the period than colonial America.

Mississippi Valley, built their ur- The development ofMallery's Hamletban centers according to careful metallurgical research may also
plans based on large temple pyra- put an end 'to one of the most

mids separated by sweeping public puzzling and inconsistent truisms On Public
plazas. The largest known such of pre-Cotumbian archaeology:

city in America is believed to have that the American Indian civiliza- TelevisiO_had a population of 15,000, which tions did not know the art of
is comparable to many of the ur- smelting. In fact, it is well known
ban centers of classical Greece. that South American civilizations During November 1980 the Pub-

adopted such Bronze Age tech- lic Broadcasting Service on two
Contact from Ireland niques as the cine perdu method of occasions aired the British Broad-
The Mexican connection with the casting, even though references to casting Corporation's production
temple mound builders is clear. Mesoamerican civilization as es- of William Shakespeare's Hamlet,
What is the evidence for trans- sen'tially paleolithic still abound. Prince of Denmark. The production
Atlantic contact during this same Hypothesizing earlier_ Old World is part of the BBC's ongoing pro-
period? contacts seems best to account for gram of televising the entirety of

A promising hypothesis of the existence of the old copper the'Shakespeare dramatic canon
sustained, large-scale European culture among North American for subsequent foisting, through
contact with the temple mound Indians which flourished in the export, on the gullible cousins
builders was advanced in the 1950s early to mid second millennium across the Atlantic.
by the late'Arlington Mallery, an B.C., contemporaneous with the This production of Hamlet
American engineer who spent height of the early Bronze Age in typified the intent of the BBC
nearly twenty years excavating Mesopotamia and Egypt. series as a whole, and underlines
mounds in the Ohio region. Mal- Mallery's data indicates that why PBS's plans to retail the video
lery found evidence in Norse and the U.S. temple mound builder cassettes of the productions
Icelandic epics of sustained Irish culture, and by inference, the Tol- through American school systems
contact with America during the tecs in Mexico, were in close con- . should be rejected out of hand by
sixth to ninth centuries A.D., tact with the most advanced ele- anyone who isconcernedwiththe
which he linked to the Augustini- ments of contemporary European develbpment of the cognitive
an-Carolingian revival of Europe culture. If this Irish-centered input powers of their children.
under the Augustinian monks cen- was a decisive factor in the North
tered in Ireland. American Civilization of 1100 Beyond the Fringe

Mallery claimed to have A.D., the collapse of the New The cited Hamlet production is in
found iron furnaces of both the World civilization could in part the tradition ofa 1950s-1960sBrit-
Irish and Norse type in mounds be attributed to the "knocking ish radio and television series
excavated in Ohio and Virginia. out" of the Irish-Norse link. This known at the time as "The Goon
Decrying prevailing opinion, link depended on Iceland, Green- Show." In British parlance
which holds that there was no land, and Labrador, Where corn- "goon" does not refer to the cheap
significant metal-working culture munities established by the Euro- thug identified by American
anywhere in the pre-Columbian peans were abandoned around usage, but to the insane and crazy.
western hemisphere apart from the 1200 with the onset of the so- "The Goon Show" was the
so-called old copper culture of called Little Ice Age. In any event, predecessor of such TV series as
much earlier, Mallery argued that' by the fourteenth century, both "Monty Python's Flying Circus,"
the moist soil of the U.S. Midwest the Toltec and the temple mound which have been foisted on U.S.
and Southeast had caused the de- builder civilizations were in an audiences in the name of culture in

terioration of most iron remains advanced stage of decay, the same way as Shakespeare is
that would verify that he had in- --PaulArnest now being foisted.
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There is, of course, an almost Thatcher, has emphasized that Olivier turned Hamlet into a
direct "Goon Show" connection since there are "as many Hamlets banal psychodrama by excising all

in terms of personnel involved in as you like, Hamlet can be played the scenes concerned with the
the Shakespeare series for exam- in any way you like." Norwegians' invasion plans.
pie, Peter Cook, who will be lea- Thus he rolled almost frothing Egregious in the latest production
tured as a director in upcoming on the floor after seeing the ghost was the omission of the gravedig- °
efforts like The Taming of the of his father in act 1; and thus he, gers' act 5 discussion of whether
Shrew. Cook, otherwise a sur- with almost gay abandon, fever- Ophelia had committed suicide or

geon, started out in "Goon Show" ishly rolled his mother on her bed died of natural causes, and thus
circles, progressing through Brit- in the bedroom scene of act 3. whether she should receive Chris-

"Be-ish satirical vehicles such as As is usual in the case of Brit- tian burial or not.

yond the Fringe" with Dudley ish productions of Shakespeare, an In Hamlet, as in ail his other
Moore, perhaps best known to infallible indicator of the method plays, Shakespeare uses drama as a
Americans as a result of his per- that lies behind the destruction of weapon to develop a conception
formance opposite Bo Derek in dramatic conceptual content is not of the moral purpose of human
the movie 10. The current fad for only how various so-called char- species-existence. Since British it-
plantation cotton-picking hair acters are portrayed, but what is rationalists cannot conceive that
styles isa result of Moore's efforts, intentionally cut out of the text of such a quality is an actual existence

The personnel side of the busi- the play itself, separating man from the lower
ness is more or less interesting in
its own right. What is more im-
portant is the fact that the same
bestial commitment to the irra-

tional and psychotic which under-
lay "The Goon Show" and
"Monty Python" are now im-
ported by the same peopte into
Shakespeare for the purpose of
further separating Americans from
their active connection to any
kind of culture celebrating the
Neoplatonic history of the devel-
opment of their country.

Shakespeare in general is still
known and loved by many Amer-"
icans, testimony to the fact that
that living connection to such a
past still, flourishes. But the cited
production was enough to turn
anybody's stomach, as if to em-
phasize that it is no longer possible
to witness competent perform-
ances of any of the classics of our
dramatic tradition anywhere
within these United States.

Hamlet as Thatcher's Disciple?
The underlying irrationalism of
the production as a whole was
emphasized by the performance of
Derek Jacobi in the title role.

Jacobi, a political supporter of
the lunatic Friedmanite Margaret DerekJacobi:"asmanyHamletsasyou like"--but noneof themShakespeare's.
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NOTES NEWS

beasts, as he creates to perpetuate preceding generations who have PARIS CONFERENCE
his species within a lawfully and labored for us to inherit. The ques-
coherently evolving umverse tion of Ophelia's suicide is there-
knowable to him through his fore at the very heart of the play.
practice as a species, they can nei- For in fact Ophelia does not
ther produce nor act any play by commit suicide; she is murdered,

Shakespeare, or any other Neo- ineffect, bythosewho willnotact Avicenna" platonic for that matter, to keep her sane and alive. Hamlet
Hamlet in its development by contrast is a moral suicide,

 i hi  h,sthrouirooyaco.  .owin iy Millenniumception of the moral qualities that ranged death-by-setup in the final
are necessary for a ruling elite if scene, after ridiculing any conce p-
that elite is to secure a safe passage tion of an existent higher purpose One hundred and fifty political
into the future for the political that would make the life of an leaders, students, scientists, and
society it has assumed responsibil- individual eternally important and diplomats gathered in Paris Dec.
ity for. Such conceptions are ad- thus worth living. 12 and 13 of last year to celebrate
dressed in the play through use of Hamlet is evil, not because he the millennium of the birth of the
irony and humor to provokejudg- is an emotional infant of the sort Persian philosopher Avicenna (ibn
tent and thought about politics Jacobi might live with, but be- Sina), one of the greatest thinkers
and so forth in the thinking pro- cause he denies a h;gher moral the world has ever produced.
cesses of those who go to the.thea-, purpose to human existence, and The occasion .was an interna-
ter. in his practice sets out to prevent tional symposium sponsored by

This can be demonstrated in others from rising to the level at the Humanist Academy.
fairly crude terms from the play which they might act on such a The audience participated
itself. Unfortunately most of the higher purpose, with extraordinary concentration
British, unlike Americans, still fa- Thus Hamlet deliberately re- in discussions of the most chal-
vor monarchy as a political system fuses to execute the evil king in lenging issues that have faced
for the arrangement of their af- the crucial act 3 turning point of mankind over the millennia--the
fairs, and most Britons still con- the play, despite the fact that he nature of knowledge, the science
done the genuflective social prac- would be acting with justice and of government, and the mastery o.f
tices attendant to permitting an would be known to be doing so. the seeming paradoxes of the
aristocracy of birth to run its af- But British irrationalists and physical universe. The intensity of
fairs. Thus Shakespeare's ironical their cothinkers prefer to high- the discussion was a far cry from a
use of such proclivities to poke fun light in the wrong way the oedipal sterile academic debate, for every-
at the forelock-tugging, knee- fantasies of the ensuing bedroom one present was aware that Avi-
bending proclivities of his coun- sequence as Thatcher-supporter cenna's homeland has been rapidly
trymen before a title and a crown, Jacobi did. In this way the political sliding into a New Dark Age pre-
and to ridicule those same qualities and conceptual purpose of the play cisely because these fundamental l
within the behavior of the title was destroyed, issues have not yet been resolved.
holder and crown wearer go un- In Shakespeare's hands, drama ' Avicenna, the father of the
notiged by the British because they became a weapon on behalf of 10th and llth century Islamic
are, by and large, blind to such fostering the cited moral outlooks Renaissance, is recognized by the
questions, among the ranks of those who political and intellectual elite of

politically fought to establish this the Middle East. as a leading fore-
Ophelia's 'Suicide' nation. Now, too, it is past time bear of the tradition of scientific
And Hamlet's that drama was enlisted again as humanism to which they sub-
For Shakespeare, to act to further such a weapon in the hands of scribe. Likewise, the historical
mankind's progress is to be hu- those of us who will fight to re- enemies of Avicenna's philosophy,
man; to fail to act in such a way is store that legacy, by taking it back such as the fanatic Islamic funda-
to be a de facto suicide before from the deceitful and fraudulent mentalist al-Ghazali, are recog-

one's moral responsibility to pos- anglophiles at PBS. nized as the forebears of the radical
terity whether unborn, or thOse --Christopher White mullahs of the Muslim Brother-
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hood cult that now runs Iran's

Ayatollah Khomeini at the behest
of the anti-industrial financial oli-

garchy of Europe.
The majority of participants,

who want to see Iran under a

nationalist government that will
put it back on the path to progress,
were confronted with the need to
redefine "Persian nationalism" on

a completely new level, that of
Avicenna and his predecessor al-
Farabi, who set universal goals for
their readers, intended to morally
uplift mankind as a whole.

Can ideas be powerful enough
to defeat Khomeini? Evidently
many of the Iranian dictator's
sympathizers thought so, because
on the eve of the conference sev-

eral scheduled speakers were
forced to withdraw due to threats

and pressures. These interventions
have been traced to United Na-
tions circles and the Socialist Inter-

national--organzations that have
played a dubious role in "negoti-
ations" with the Teheran outlaws.

World-Historical Tasks

The speakers developed a series of
themes relating the achievements
of Avicenna to the world-histori-

cal tasks of our own period. Cri-
ton Zoakos, who is editor-in-chief
of the New York City-based Ex-
ecutive Intelligence Review and au-
thor of a major article on Avicen-
na, set forth the relationship be-
tween Avicenna's concept of the Prof. Ezzar Rastkar, whose thesis that Avicenna's thought was rooted in native Persian
"Necessary Existent" and the traditions of mysticism was hotly debated at last December's conference on the millenium

frontiers of physics. He was fol- of the philosopher's birth. On the blackboard, a diagram of the development of the

lowed by Prof. Aly Mazaheri of universe, from the inorganic, to the organic, and into the realm of reason.
the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en
Science Social in Paris, who out- ence became the basis for the mainstream tendencies in each of
lined in two presentations the greatest achievementsofmedieval the great monotheistic religions
thinking of Avicenna and A1-Far- Latin Christendom and the Gold- are based on the rule of Reason.
abi on the state and the family, en Renaissance, in the work of This is the basis for "ecumenical"

A third paper, that of West Roger Bacon and Nicholas of collaboration across national and
German European Labor Party Cusa. Mrs. Zepp-LaRouche, religious boundaries, incontrast to
president Helga Zepp-LaRouche, whose paper was presented by the fanatical theocracy of Kho-
outlined how Avicenna's influ- Criton Zoakos, showed how the meini.
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Cusa's idea of the "Non- the process of transformation from the caliphs who ruled during the

Other" is identical, Helga Zepp- one of these domains into the other 10th to 12th centuries as corrupt
LaRouche has discovered, to what that is primary. The cause of that tyrants who made their wealth
Avicenna calls the "Necessary Ex- transformation is called by' Avi- from the opium trade. A later
istent." This is the higher principle cenna, the "Necessary Existent." group, the Assassins, were de-
of causality in which material pro- If the nations of the Middle scribed by him as "hashish ped-
cesses in the universe are exactly East and Europe master Avicen- dlers" who took their name from
like the processes governing the na's ideas, they will create a civi- the name of the drug.
mind. What is key in both is the lization that will "outshine the
succession of moments 9f transfor- grandeur of the renaissance of the Mithra vs. Causality
rriationfrom one domain of lawful- Islamic Middle Ages," but, Zoak- The final presentation of the con-
ness to another governed by high- os warned, there is another vision ferences and the concluding
er laws. of the future--that of the Club of roundtable discussion brought out

How these ideas must be used Rome, which calls for the reduc- into the open flaws in method that
as the driving force of progress in tion of the world's population by have held back Iranaian national-
the Middle East and elsewhere was 1 billion through famine, plague ism and allowed the evil Kho-
the theme of Criton Zoakos' key- and war by the year 2000. This is meini to take and hold power.
note speech. He proposed that Av- the policy carried out by the Pol Prof. Ezzar Rastkar, a forme r pro-
icenna's breakthroughs in episte- Pot butchers of Cambodia. Iranian fessor of methodology at the Uni-
mology the science of how we President Bani-Sadr has declared versity of Teheran who is now
know things--can be applied to the Cambodian model as what he living in Paris, discussed the his-
solving the theoretical problems wants to see in his own, far larger torical background to Avicenna's
posed by plasma physics. These country, and the wholesale mur- thought. But he attempted to find
applications are necessary to der of intellectuals and destruction the cause of the great philosopher
achieving commercial fusion en- of the artifacts of civilization is in native Persian traditions ofmys-
ergy, the clean, energy-dense and already well underway, ticism including Zoroastrianism
inexhaustible technology needed and the cult of Mithra, a barbaric
to fuel a global industrial renais- The Scientific City bull-worshipping cult that was
sance, he explined. If they are not A1-Farabi, a ninth-century thinker adopted by the Roman army.
resolved "we shall see the degen- whose work inspired Avicenna, Zoakos, during the debate,

eration of the social order, leading had exactly the opposite ,!deals challenged Rastkar to refute the
to a possible thermonuclear war." from the "back-to-the-land gen- contention that the 'Necessary Ex-

To make fusion commercially ocidal policy of Pol Pot and his istent' is the cause of Avicenna's
viable, certain theoretical prob- current Iranian emulators, and thought, rather than any influ-
lems of physics must be solved, Prof. Mazaheri devoted his pres- ences from his youth. Zoakos cited
notably the "field-particle para- entation to al-Farabi's book The Avicenna's own writings that the
dox" which takes the form: Do Scientific City. In his thought-pro- ultimate cause of all things is the
the elementary particles exist as voking review of the book, the "Necessary Existent," and that
primary elements, or is the real professor said that the basic politi- this was therefore Avicenna's only
existent the geometry of dynamic cal right upon which the constitu- identity.
relationships that defines the "par- tion ofal-Farabi's city was based is When the symposium finally
ticles"? "the right of the child to be edu- ended on Saturday evening the

Avlcenna s millennium-old cated." debate was still continuing, but
writings had something to say on The more a state advances to- the intellectual excitement gener-
this subject. Avicenna "divided ward perfection--toward indus, ated by Avicenna and the modern-
the world into two domains; the trialization, Mazaheri specified day individuals willing to fight fdr
ephemeral and the eternal," Zoak- the stronger it would grow, in al- his ideas had irrefutably proven

os expalined. "This is the first Farabi's view. the central thesis of the, Avicenna
statement of relativistic physics." In a second presentation given Symposium--that man s identity
As Avicenna, and later Cusa and Dec. 13, Prof. Mazaheri de- is Reason.
their seventeenth century follower nounced the opponents of al-Far-
Leibniz developed the point, it is abi and Avicenna among some of --Nora Hamerman
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MUSIC

INSIDE BEATLEMANIA were Beatles fans when the Eng-
lish rock group hit America in the
1960s, right on down to their chil-
dren. While such aging antiwar-

John Lennon and the riors are typically highly suscepti-
ble to the nostalgia gambit, many
are privately appalled by what

Cult of Rock Music they regard as more radical rockmusic such as the KISS band, the
Grateful Dead, and punk rock.

On Dec. 9, 1980, John Lennon Immediately, a posthumous The fact is that the Beatles
was shot and killed in New York Beatles revival has gotten under- craze played the leading role in
City by Mark David Chapman, a way. Vigils and drug-fests have the proliferation of the rock-drug
25-year-old drug-dealing "born- begun around the country draw- counterculture in the United
again Christian." Gunned down ing tens of thousands. These gath- States that has left us with the
outside the exclusive apartment erings, broadcast by the television more obvious obscenities of punk
building where he lived on Cen- networks for the millions who do rock and universal marijuana use
tral Park, Lennon was returning not attend, feature old Beatles hits today. The well-planned project
from a recording session for War- such as "Give Peace a Chance" for to create a rock culture, including
net Communications. audiences including adults who blueprints for the role played by

the Beatles and other superstar
bands, dates from at least 1939. It

was put together by the same ap-
paratus that concocted and mar-
ketecl the drug culture move-
ment-the MK-Ultra conspiracy
originating in Britain's Tavistock
Institute and the Frankfurt School
for Social Research.

Rock Music is Drugs
Rather than regarding the Beatles
and rock music as merely associ-
ated with drugs, it is more accu-
rate to state that rock music is drug
pushing. Rock music and rock lyr-
ics themselves promote drug use--
as did the Beatles. But the rela-

tionship goes deeper. As the earli-
est promoters of rock music them-
selves emphasized, the mental ef-
fects of rock are identical in "add-

ictive effects" to drug abuse.
The social scientists responsi-

ble for the rock-drug campaign
have admitted that their goal was
the transformation of entire gen-
erations of American youth away
from a commitment to progress
and toward a bestial "do your
own thing" antiscience subcul-

Lennon,with wife Yoko Ono, holdsa "bagof laughter"--slangfor marijuana, ture. These social scientists were
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recruited and _sponsored by the Warner Communications high- mourners for the fallen cultural
historic enemies of the United lights the point. Warner's subsidi- hero, you are not witnessing the
States, centered in the ancient Eu- ary Electra has already been shut work of one musician and his re-
ropean black nobility, who have down in the wake of a drug-push- cording company. The age of the
despised the American ideal of ing scandal. Members of the All- Beatles was only one phase in the
economic and cultural progress man Brdthers band, which records European black nobility's more
since the moment this nation was on Capricorn Records, another than 40-year-long project to deci-
founded. Warner subsidiary, are notorious mate American culture, prolifer-

In judging a dumb tool like for being arrested on drug-push- ate mass drug abuse, and brain-
John Lennon for his particular role ing charges. This group, which wash millions of Americans
in this menticide project against financially backed Jimmy Carter through the use of rock music.
America's youth, we must look in his early bid for the presidency,
not only at his career and his inten- The Psy War Institutes
tions, but at the crime of the rock- Between 1933 and 1938, dozens of

drug project itself, associates of the Frankfurt School
for Social Research and the closely

They Want to Turn You On allied Tavistock Institute of Lon-
In a recent interview in High don emigrated to the United
Times, the magazine of the U.S. States. The spawn of these two
drug lobby,John Lennon reported institutions formulated, and then
that he and the three other Beatles launched, the rock war against

were part of a drug-using circle in music and the MK-Ultra drug
London, which included the more proliferation project in the same
perverse Rolling Stones group, integrated operation. They also
before they were selected for mar- cooperated in the establishment of
keting as "superstars." He said that electronic mass media conglomer-
the Beatles performed their music ates which handled the packaging
to change a whole generation of and sale of the product.
youth. The intention was to The first step was the take-
launch the drug culture. ArnoldSchoenberg over, or wholesale creation, of

Beatles songs such as "Lucy in U.S. university departments that
the Sky with Diamonds," (acro- epitomizes what most law en- acted as the think tanks and moni-
nym: LSD), and "I'd Love to forcement officials know: the hot toring centers of the musical war-
Turn You On" are obvious drug rock bands function as fronts for fare. The University of Southern
promotions, precursors of the drug traffic. When the Grateful California played a leading role,
wilder rock fare being peddled 20 Dead, another Warner product, supported by the National Train-
years later. In another interview arrives in town for a concert, drug ing Laboratories, the University
with Playboy magazine before his sales--and drug deaths--multiply, of Michigan's Institute for Social
death, Lennon described how he Warner handles the generally Research, and the Columbia Uni-
wrote the song "I Am a Walrus": more degraded format of rock in- versity Electronic Music Center.
"The first line was written on one eluding Alice Cooper, a group Sir Julian Huxley's Unesco oper-
acid trip. The second line was that specializes in child-killing ation at the United Nations,
written on the next acid trip the acts, the Bee-Gees, Black Sabbath, founded in 1949, coordinated the
next weekend and it was filled in and the Rolling Stones. The con- project internationally.
after I met Yoko." glomerate, which also originally The city of Hamburg, West

Such was the compositional marketed Playboy magazine, now Germany is an international sub-
method of the young musician, produces cult-format movies and center of the rock proliferation
who, along with Ringo Starr, superhero comic books, project, developed under the di-
George Harrison, and Paul Me- But when you hear the old rection of Frankfurt School per-
Cartney, won the Order of the Beatles hits being pushed onto the sonnel around the Darmstadt
British Empire form Queen Eliz- airwaves in the wake ofJohn Len- Summer School and the Cologne
abeth II for services to England. non's murder, or see television Electronic Studio. The Beatles/

Lennon's association with clips of thousands of distraught were heavily promoted through
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the Hamburg circuit before their Adorno's breakdown of the Beatles, prior to their arrival in
U.S. radio build-up, in an opera- varieties of "emotional" music the United States in 1964.
tion including media appearance was not an academic exercise. Be- In 1937, John Cage, a student
and European tours. The same ginning in 1939, Adorno guided of Adorno prot_g_ Arnold
route was followed in 1977 by one the Princeton Radio Research Schoenberg at the University of
of the first punk rock groups to Project, to plan the fielding of Southern California, added the in-
claim international fame, the Sex increasingly more degraded music novation of electronic amplifica-
Pistols. during the 1940s and 1950s. tion to the music project, an in-

novation that was to result in rock

Music for Addiction Cultural Programming 'n roll as we know it today. Cage
A major figure in the campaign to A 1960 report by Paul Hirsch for argued: 'I believe that the use of
destroy music in the twentieth the University of Michigan's Insti- noise to make music will continue
century was Theodore Adorno, and ihcrease until we reach a mu-
who left the Frankfurt School to sic produced through the aid of
emigrate to the United States in electronic instruments."
the early 1930s.

Adorno's 1939 book, The So- Music or Noise?

ciology of Music, describes the Cage's noise proliferation pro-
brainwashing aims of the rock gram was taken up with great
music project: "The listener who energy. In 1951 Ussachevsky and
remembers a hit will turn into the Luening, working out of the Col-
song's ideal subject, into the per- umbia University Music Center,
son for whom the song ideally rallied to Cage's call. In 1955 the
speaks .... That musical "I" will center demonstrated the first elec-
feel his social isolation ease as he tronic music synthesizer and, with
feels integrated into the commu- a grant from the Rockefeller
nity of'fans.' " Foundation, held the first elec-

Adorno could be describing tronic music concert at Columbia
the experience of a fan at a John University in 1959. By 1962, a
Lennon vigil: "In whistling such TheodoreAdorno similar concert series was staged at
a song, he bows to the ritual of Carnegie Hall, and broadcast on
socialization." tute for Social Research described CBS radio, featuring a special

Then Adorno states the aim of this process in retrospect as mass work for tape recorder directed
this synthetic, manipulated "so- media-conduited "sub-cultural by the renowned trolley-car con-
cialization". "The comparison programming." Key was the take- ductor Leonard Bernstein!
with addiction is inescapable, over of radio by the CBS-Col- There remain several untold
[Drug] addicted conduct general- umbia group under William Paley stories behind the murder of John
ly has a social component: it is the and Frank Stanton, both of whom Lennon. Who guided the hand of
possible reaction to the atomiza- were agents for the Tavistock In- the deranged man who shot him
tion.., addiction to music on the stitute run Anglo-American Of- and why._ Who benefits from the
part of the member of entertain- rice of Strategic Services during proceeds of his huge estate, and
ment listeners would be a similar World War II. Also key was the how will Warner Communica-
phenomenon." hunching of the "Top 40 Hits" tions, which holds many of the

Elsewhere in his book, Ador- format for round-the-dock rights to Lennon's recent releases,
no lists what he characterized as broadcasting on radio. This satu- use the ongoing Beatlemania since
the general types of music which ration-level presentation of pop the singer's death to cash in on his
evoke "emotional" reactions from music spurred the muhibillion corpse.; None of these stories,
the listener. None of these are the dollar record sales on which the however, is more gruesome than
advanced contrapuntal composi- corporate record giants were the one we have reviewed here:
tions of the great classical masters, built, how the Beatles were marketed as
In fact, Adorno portrays the listen- It was this format, now famil- part of the musical brainwashing
er of Bach as an emotionally re- iar as "all-rock stations," that was of millions of America's youth.
pressed homicidal personality, used to launch the hard sell for the --Ira Liebowitz
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It's Time
To Draw
The Line

Raging Bull (UnitedArtists)
directedby Martin Scorsese,with
Robert DeNiro andJoe Pesci,
Rated R

Ordinary People (Paramount)
directedby Robert Redford, with
Mary Tyler Moore, Donald
Sutherland and Timothy Hutton,

, Rated R

I have just seen some films that are
being touted as this year's best and
the potential big winners at the
Academy Awards this spring. If
these films do in fact win, then

their content and technique will RobertdeNiroasjake LaMotta(standing)in Raging Bull: evilpornography.
deeply influence what will go
onto the screen in 1981 and 1982. Scorsese's sole purpose is to show cameras "see" in the same way an
So, let us draw the battle lines a man who has in every way been animal sees. There-is no rational
now. turned into an animal, who is in- processin the photography of Rag-

Don't be fooled into thinking capable of thinking or showing ing Bull, there are only objects to
that the near-universally ac- love and whose only means of arouse lust, fear, or deadly rage
claimed Raging Bull is some new communicating is to accept or a woman's thighs, the smoke-

, take-off on the popular Rocky se- give physical pain. dulled glare of ringside spotlights,
ries. Director Martin Scorsese's And in the end, Mr. Scorsese a face gushing blood as it is
movie is the evilest of pornogra- gives a capstone scene in which smashed by a gloved fist most of
phy. LaMotta (played by Robert them filmed in grainy black-and-

The film is a Wholly sympa- DeNiro) screams, "I am not an white and in slow motion.
thetic depiction of the career of animal" trying to make the au- Worse yet is the dialogue. It
middleweight champion Jake dience accept his own judgment would be surprising if the entire
"Raging Bull" LaMotta, a homi- that the psychotic boxer is merely vocabulary of the screenplay ex-
cidally violent boxer and petty a misunderstood man "doing his ceeded 300 words; most of the
mobster who retired from thering own thing." dialogue has the characters
to become an alcoholic and child screaming the well-known slang
molester. And that is all there is to Seeing Like an Animal word for sexual intercourse.
it there is no "saving grace," no Scorsese was so enthused with his It was almost as though Scors-
subtle "indictment of society," purpose that he has developed a ese, who likes to remind people of
nor any of the other intellectual- weird, new filmic technique his Italian heritage, was thumbing
ized garbage that some critics have which can itself be called bestial, his nose at Dante Alighieri. Dante
used to defend this film. Director In effect, Scorsese has made his devoted his life to the develop-
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ment of a language capable of my thoughts I blurted out, "Well, blames her husband (Donald
communicating advanced ideas, I feel as though I've just been Sutherland) and herremain!ngson
one that could replace the cowlike cheated." Upon reflection I real- for her other boy's death.
gruntings of Italy's peasant dia- ized that Redford, a pretty-boy Therein is Redford's biggest
lects; Scorsese recommends that actor whose career is based pri- fraud. Whereas a real attempt at a
we return to the dumb inarticula- marily on public relations (and psychoanalytic film tries to por-
tion of the Sicilian village. (Scots- who harbors serious pretensions in tray the process of mind by which
ese adds a nasty little conceit in California radical-liberal politics), the patient comes to a self-realiza-
this context: for some of the fight had carefully constructed a film tion, Redford has his actors look
scenes he uses music from Cavalier- that would be popular and appear anguished, then say "I've come to
ia Rusticana, Mascagni's inferior terribly, terribly profound b_t a self-realization," then cry--it
opera about murderous revenge in which is utterly empty at its core. appears as though something has
the Sicilian backwoods.) The story is nominally about happened, but it hasn't, the mental

One parting shot at this atroc- the psychoanalytic process activity has been scrupulously
ity: Robert DeNiro's acting has through which a teenager (Timo- avoided.
been universally citedas the most thy Hutton) overcomes the suici- I also suspect that Redford, his
brilliant performance in a long dal depression caused by the death eye firmly on high ratings, chose
time, how he gained fifty pounds of his brother in a boating acci- a screenplay in which the woman
to portray the retired LaMotta, dent. Redford relies on all the is the villain in order to exploit
and so on. What monstrous fraud! tried-and-true techniques of the most of America's growing revul-
In my experience, it takes very soap opera: anguished expressions sion at the recent spate of feminist
little skill to gain fifty pounds.., in close-up, yelling and screaming (actually female chauvinist) "lib-
especially' during the holidays, episodes, man breaking down and erated women" films and televi-
And I am not impressed with Mr. crying after some awesome reali- sion plays.
DeNiro's ability to roar around zation (men, not women--this is a This inconsequential film has
the set, screamifag obscenities and very "open" film). The awesome already won several critics'
slapping people around. This is realizations all have to do with the awards and is being nominated for
not acting, it is working oneself fact that the mother (Mary Tyler some Academy Awards.
up into a complete state of rage-- Moore) is a complete witch who --MichaelJ. Minnicino
the police blotter of any major
American city is filled with such
"performances" every Saturday
night.

Raging Bull should have its R
rating immediately rescinded, and
should be given a X-rating with
the most strenuous possible warn-
ings. Otherwise, we face the pos-
sibility that the nation's highest
film awards will be given to a
movie which in effect claims that
"Son of Sam" was merely trying
to express himself.

Redford's Soap Opera
Fraud is also my verdict on Ordi-
nary People, although the film is
too soapy to have any very nega-
tive effect on its. audience. Some-
one asked me what I thought of
actor Robert Redord's directorial
debut just as I left the theater, and A failed attemptto be "terriblyprofound": Mar/ Tyler Moore takesdirectionfrom Robert
without adequate time to gather Redfordonset0fOrdinary People.
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it means to be a national leader--

what it means to be worthy of

TWO Good such tears oflove--comescrashingdown on the horrified thief.

ign Films _h_s is a beautiful commentFore on the art of acting, and should be
screened, repeatedly for all the
"Method" actors and actresses

Kagemusha who aspire to mumble like Marlon
( Toho- Twentieth Century) Brando.Kagemusha is not Kurosawa's
directedby Akira Kurosawa best film, but half-steam Kurosa-Rated PG

wa is better than the flotsam pro-

Breaker Morant duced by American studios.

(South Australian Film Corp.- Australian Anticolonialism
New World-Quartet) Australian director Bruce Beres-

directedby BruceBeresford ford's BreakerMorant is, along with
Rated PG Kagemusha, a leading contender

for the Academy Award for best
foreign film.

Like aJapanese automaker or steel Reportedly based on actual in-
manufacturer, Akira Kurosawa cidents, Morant is the violently
maintains his ability to borrow the anti-British story of how three
best American film techniques, re- Australian volunteers in Britain's

ject most stupid new ideas, and Tatsuga Nakadaistars as the thief who suppression of the Boer guerrillas
produce at a fraction of the cost. impersonatesa powerfullandlordin Akira in South Africa at the turn of the

The secret is in Kurosawa's Kurosawa'sKagemusha. century were handed over to a
content. For, like many of his kangaroo court-martial for carry-
films, Kagemusha is a patriotic the craftsmen-directors of Ameri- ing out the British High Corn-
study of a crucial period oftransi- ca in the 1930s and 1940s, but now mand's explicit-but-unwritten or-
tion for the Japanese nation--here tragically ignored in this country, der to shoot prisoners.
the period of civil strife before the One high point of the film Beresford's best decision is to
establishment of the Tokugawa finds a petty thief forced to double make his film a courtroom drama,
Shogunate around 1600. Unlike for a recently murdered great lord. a restricting medium that forces
Shogun, Richard Chamberlain's The thief must become a kagemu- him to rely on his actors' skills and
television sex romp which rough- sha ("shadow warrior") so that his own skills as an editor and
ly overlapped the same historical the lord's enemies donot discover cameraman. It works, especially
period, Kagemusha is factual. (See his death and dismantle his nation- insofar as it allows for some good
"The Shame of Shogun" in the building accomplishments, performances.
December 1980 Campaigner.) The double finally relaxes in Beresford has a moral indiffer-

Kurosawa'does allow the vis- front of the late lord's devoted tism which Kurosawa wo_,_l nev-
ually striking but emotionally followers, who are in on the plot, er allow. When asked his religion,
empty "broad canvas" camera returning to his slovenly self. A one of the doomed Australians
technique loved by today's medi- page comments that the lord never answers, "pagan." There's the
ocre Hollywood types to creep in. looked like that, and the thief, hub. Beresford is so busy demon-
This doesn't overwhelm the pic- merely to entertain, assumes the strating how evil the British co-
ture, however, since henever for- commanding aspect of the lord. In lonialists are that, like a pagan

'gets that his purpose is to show seconds, the young men break himself, he ignores saying what is
how personalities deal with and down, overwhelmed by their love morally worth fighting or dying
shape great historical changes--a for their leader. The scene ends as for.
philosophy of movies shared by the awesome recognition of what --MJM
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EXHIBITS
ALEXANDER ies and faces of beautiful women, there existed no god Serapis when
Continuedfrompage6 and of the gods. As the drinker Alexander died. The cult of Ser-

lifted his cup and began to empty apis was inaugurated by General
zation, and insisted that the priests it, the images came into view Ptolemy of Egypt twelve years
recognize him as a god. through the wine, at which point after Alexander's death.

The deification edict was an he was surely convinced that he There are other enjoyable as-
accepted political format of the was hallucinating! pects of the exhibit. One gains a
time which Alexander was using sense of the richness of the culture
to officially declare that he was An Old Fraud that Alexander built, particularly
not legally bound to the treaty The tour guide says that Alex- of the royal cities Pella and Aigai.
obligation that Philip had assumed ander's gatherings weren't sym- Alexander also built cities on the
toward the cult of Apollo. The posia at all and that Alexander was sea to facilitate trade and cultural
tour guide, however, goes berserk no Platonist. The symposia were exchange with the rest of Greece
over this, calling Alexander a cul- and the Aegean. The villas of the
tist kook drunk with power. He members of Alexander's court
says that unlike his father who was were themselves decorated with

willing to go it alone, Alexander frescos and mosaics depicting key
expected divine inspiration, and moments in history.
when he didn't get it, made it up. The exhibition features an en-

This is not the only problem tire room dealing with Alex-
the tour guide has with Alex- ander's establishment of one cen-
ander's activities. His second tan- tral imperial mint for issuing cur-
trum comes over the section of the rencies worldwide and eliminat-

exhibition that deals with the sym- ing the right of localities to coin
posium. Alexander was a great their own currencies. The coins
follower of Plato. It was Plato's shown display the fine craftsman-
Academy that inspired in him his ship of the empire. Alexander's
grand design for terminating the craftsmen created an incredible ar-
Babylonian obscenity and, in the ray of finely wrought jewelry,
tradition of the Academy, Alex- military ware, and vessels in addi-
ander's court was constantly en- ton to the very fine coins. It is

gaged in symposia--great drink- quite evident that they must have
ing parties and scholarly events, had an enormously advanced

Perhaps here more than in any metal industry. Most interesting

other part of the exhibit one feels are the individuals honored on the
the personal presence of Alex- faces of the coins. One coin depicts
ander. We learn that he was very Athenian General Phocion, a lead-
concerned about the stuffiness of er of the Platonic Academy. An-
one of the members of his court so Twogold discsembossedwiththeemblem _her depicts Xenocrates, the head
he employed the engineers of the of the Macedonian dynasty, of the Academy during Alex-
time to play tricks on him. The ander's time. A whole series of
engineers devised special drinking coins honors Delius of Ephesus, a
vessels that would stand up when instead the drunken rituals and member of the Academy who
they were full, but when the orgies of a dionysiac cult. Alex- drafted and helped implement
drinker emptied his cup and tried ander's affinity to this cult is ar- much of Alexander's program.
to put it down, the cup tipped gued with a critical piece of evi- There is indeed much that is
over, convincing the drinker that dence: that upon his death he" worthwhile here, particularly for
he was totally drunk. Then, a new asked to be brought into the tern- one who is already familiar with
se_ of vessels was brought out, ple of his favorite god Serapis. the period and the man. Just skip
designed by the most skilled metal Criton Zoakos exposed this the film and the recorded tour to
workers of the day. At the bottom fraud in a previous issue of this avoid confusion!
of these cups were carved the bod- magazine, by pointing out that --Debra Hanania-Freeman
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BOOKS

Walter Lippmann and
the American Century
Ronald Steel

Little,Brown1980 Walter Lippmann and
669 pps.

$19.95 The Making of History
Biography is an appropriate and and in 1922 in Public Opinion he
inherently interesting way to described the aim these two
write history, since it reveals the shared: to use mass media to create
private decisions of public men. a pseudo-environment which
Ronald Steel's choice of Walter would replace accurate reporting
Lippmann as the subject for a 600- with stereotype figures which the

page history of the American Cen- average citizen could identify.
tury should be a happy one there- The nightly six o'clock soap
fore, for Lippmann's public life opera which pretends to be news
spanned the period before World is merely the final product of this
War I, which he heartily en- project in shaping public opinion
dorsed, to the Vietnam War, in in order to manipulate the average
which his sympathies lay with the citizen. The work of Nazi propa-

Maoist opposition. Not only that: ganda minister Goebbels was
Lippmann was a public figure in- based upon Pubhc Opmzon and sire-
deed. As editor of the World news- ilar studies published by Wells and
paper, and then columnist for the his collaborators in England.
New York Herald Tribune and While Lippmann's Fabian as-
Washington Post, his internation- sociations are admitted openly by
ally syndicated column and nu- Steel, they are also downplayed.
merous books shaped public opin- Yet, Lippmann not only formed
ion for more than half a century, the Fabian socialist society at Har-
More accurately, it was Walter vard, but the New Republic maga-
Lippmann who created "public zine that he helped to create with
opinion." ., the financial backing of the Mor-

gan interests took its name from a
Lippman & the Fabians proposal of Wells for the forma-
As a student at Harvard, Lippman tion of a secret society which
was picked up by William James, would implement a social-fascist
who had just recently retired from policy. In Anticipation of the Reac-
active teaching at the University, tion to Mechanicaland ScientificProg-
and introduced into British Fabian tess upon Human Life and Thought,
circles. It was as early as 1914 that Wells had written:
Graham Wallas, the British Fabi- "The men of the New Repub-
an, dedicated his book The Great lic will not be squeamish either in
Society to Lippmann; it still stood facing or inflicting death ....

: :::: :: as Lippmann's model fifty years They will have ideals that will
later, when he shaped the cam- make killing worthwhile ....
paign of President Lyndon John- They will hold that a certain pot-
son. tion of the population exists only

During World War I, on sufferance out of pity and pati-
Lippmann's services in military in- ence, and on the understanding

H.G. Wells telligence paralleled those of an-, that they do not propagate; and I
other of his mentors, H. G. Wells, do not forsee any reason to sup-
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pose that they will hesitate to kill Times Magazine, "I think it's going"
when that sufferance is abused." to be a minor Dark Age."

Lippmann was a personal This, of course, is the policy
friend of Phillip Kerr, later Lord which the CFR, Mont Pelerin So-
Lothian, who was perhaps Hitler's ciety, and spinoff organizations
closest associate and backer among such as the recently formed Heri-
the upper levels of Britain's aris- tage Foundation are attempting to
tocracy, ifoneexceptsEdwardVI, impose upon the world today
Therefore, it is not too surprising through various methods of eco-
that he, like they, greeted Hitler nomic warfare and credit stran-
approvingly in the press, praising gulation against the U.S. and "
him as a genuine statesman and world economies, and through the
writing of him: "We have heard open support of Fabian anarchist-
once more, through the fog and terrorist groupings. Lippmann did
the din, the hysteria and the ani- not merely support these policies;
mal passions of a great revolution, he was actively involved in shap-

j and the authentic voice of a genu- ing the media climate in which
inely civilized people." they could be implemented, by

Lippmann was a thorough brainwashing the American pub-
geopolitician of the British Mack- lic. His commentary was read by
inder school. This continuous the elite, but it shaped the liberal
thread in his analysis placed him at environment in which outright
times in genuine opposition to the lies, distortions, sadism, and por-

WalterLippmann more extreme forms of cold war nography could be imposed upon
hysteria and utopianism. The con- us, in the name of "news" but
sistent thread behind his opposi- with the purpose of turning the
tion to the Korean and Vietnam population into the degraded,
Wars, however, was his support peasant-like mass Lippmann de-
of the Maoist Chinese regime, scribed in PublicOpinion and other

As a founding member of the writings.
New York Council on Foreign If you wish to wade through
Relations, Lippmann was a con- Steel's 600 pages, you will find
sistent spokesman for that bastard some facts but no honest history.
daughter of its parent Royal Insti- For Steel, like Lippmann, is a lib-
tute of International Affairs. Steel eral proponent of Atlanticism--
tells us about the CFR-_he has to, the notion that America's most
since Lippmann ran off with the solid alliance is with the British
wife of CFR director and other- oligarchy, to be tucked back in its
wise intimate friend Hamilton place in the British Empire. It
Fish Armstrong. But he omits all unlikely that Steel is naive con-
reference to Lippmann's relation- cerning the antecedents of the
ship to Friedrich von Hayek, the Council on Foreign Relations--
free trade liberal economist who, the Royal Institute of International
along with Lippmann, was both a Affairs and the British Round Ta-
member of the left-wing Fabian ble group--which openly pro-
Society and a cofounder of the posed to subvert the American
right-wing Mont Pelerin Society republic and bring it back under
after World War II. British suzerainty. It is more likely

that Steel deliberately adopts the
Dark Ages Ideologue method of shaping public opinion
Walter Lippmann was an exceed- by appearing to write history--the
ingly evil man. He predicted as method used by the Lippmann
early as September 14, 1969,'in an whom he so much admires.
interview given to the New York --Carol White
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The Spike
Robert Moss and

Arnaud de Borchgrave Robert Moss'sCrown

1980 Dirty Little Spike
$12.95

The Sp&e by Robert Moss and head of Belgian intelligence) are
Arnaud de Borchgrave is best completely sincere in their dream
understood as a fanatical exercise to take over the United States

in onanism. It's not simply that by democratic government through
page two the reader is brought cold coup d'etat. After all, the
into an act of fellatio, or the British and European oligarchs,
French nymphomaniac who is for whom these two products of

J manipulated by the KGB, or the latter day feudalism work, didn't
lurid descriptions of the sex pal- exactly give the United States
aces maintained by the KGB to away in 1776!
entrap unsuspecting capitalists. So, the American people had

The really pornographic thing better be well informed about
about The Spike is the grand cli- what Moss's puffed up tale of
max in which the President of the "what I'd like to do to the KGB"

United States, a pathetic country really means.
bumpkin called Billy Connor
(modeled, obviously, on Jimmy "KGB Moles"
Carter), is told to "take a walk" One of the most' significant fea-
by a small circle of spooks in- tures of The Spike is the timing of
'cluding the Mossad (Israeli intel- its release--shortly before last
ligence), British intelligence, a re- year's U.S. presidential election.
formed New York Times-style in- Billy Connor, the President, is
vestigative reporter, a drunken identified as the successor to Jim-
senator (the reincarnation of Joe my Carter. He is from Flats, Mis-
McCarthy, _out with a Patrick sissippi, and runs around the Oval
Moynihan personality), and the Office in coveralls and bare feet
Eastern European refugee national while his chief of staff guzzles
security advisor. If poor Billy beer. Sound familiar? If Jimmy
(read Jimmy Carter in his second Carter had been reelected, The
term) doesn't silently let this crew Spike tells us what British intelli-
take the reins of power, they will gence would have liked to do with
expose him--like his recently re- him.
signed Vice-President as an un- The American people, how-
witting agent of the Soviet secret ever, were smart enough to not
service, the KGB. reelect Carter, so we have Ronald

One doesn't doubt for a mo- Reagan, a conservative. Here is
ment that Mr. Moss, who is a where the real operation of The
stringer for British intelligence sit- Spike begins. It will be used to
uated as the Foreign Report col- popularize the idea that "KGB
umnist for Evelyn de Rothschild's moles" have infiltrated the U.S.
London Times, and Arnaud de government, and help to steer
Borchgrave (that is, Comte du President Reagan into a totally
Saint Empire, Baron d'Elderen, British-directed foreign and eco-
and so on, cousin of the Belgian nomic policy, particularly in the
Rothschilds, son of the former direction of one of Moss's fronts,
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the Heritage Foundation. which is itself one of the most
The Spike begins with the severely "mole-infested" outfits in

Vietnam War. An embarrassingly Washington, D.C. Ironically,
simple-minded recapitulation of through his role at the Heritage
history since then follows. A "dis- Foundation, which one staffmem-
information branch" of the KGB bet recently called "an outpost for
has virtually taken over the British intelligence in the United
United States through its agents of States," Moss is in direct contact
influence, attacking U.S. intelli- with the same KGB-linked Insti-

gence capabilities. And so forth, tute for Policy Studies circles
We have both written for the whom he and de Borchgrave at-

last five years about the control of tack in their little fantasy.
• international terrorism through Stuart Butler, a colleague of

the Institute for Policy Studies and Moss at Heritage, and fellow Brit-
RobertMoss related institutions, so The Spike is ish citizen, recently gave away the

exactly what we would expect game in explaining how British
i Robert Moss to write. The point is Secret Intelligence Service circles

that there are KGB agents who intend to use the Reagan adminis-
create international terrorism and tration: "In the case of the Reagan
are attempting to destroy the government, we are using a con-
United States. But they are not servative government to impose
who Robert Moss says they are. quite a radical, left-wing pro-
For example, in The Spike, there is gram--all based on solid, liberal
a "defected CIA agent" operating economic principles. There really
out of the Multinational Institute isn't so much difference between

(in real-life the Transnational In- the people in the Fabian Society,
stitute). In real life that person is people like myself, and Milton

_/ Philip Agee, but Moss makes the Friedman. We really overlap right

point that his mythical CIA turn- in the middle of things .... "
coat who runs the Italian Red Bri- Through the Heritage Foun-
gades and the German Baader- dation, Butler is attempting to in-

Meinhof gang is not Philip Agee. filtrate Peter Hall, a former chair-

man of the British Socialist Fabian

The Cover'-up Society into U.S. channels of in-
The rest of th.e cover-up of The fluence'. The Fabian Society,
Spike centers around Kim Philby which spawned the Institute for
and the U.S.-based Heritage Policy Studies in the United
Foundation. Kim Philby, the no- States, was the training ground for
torious "third man" in British in- Philby, now a KGB general.
telligence who defected to the So- By their attack on the Institute
viet Union, is still a British intel- for Policy Studies in The Spike,
ligence agent, directing KGB ac- Moss and de Borchgrave have at-

,,-.-_, I"', tivities--a "triple agent" if you tempted to cover up British intel-
[ _ g)_ ,_f- _ ' [ will. Robert Moss knows this, and ligence's role in controlling this

some of the bureaucracy of the and like creatures. They think theI ' Soviet Union know this, so the Reagan administration is dumb
expos_ of The Spike is a fake. enough to accept the same liberal

Moss is also an adviser to the programs and personnel once they
pseudoconservative Heritage have been laundered through the
Foundation, which is hoping to Heritage Foundation. This is the
institutionalize its transition- ireal point of The Spike.
period role as a top-level adviser --Michelle Steinberg
to the Reagan administration, and and Scott Thompson
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BOOKS

Icarus:
A Novel of i

Nuclear Sabotage

Peter Way
Coward, McCann &

Geoghegan, New York, Who Runs British Science?
1980

$10.95 When Peter Way's former em- bility, however, Way's book is
ployers at Reader's Digest read his notable for its portrayal of the
new book, Icarus, they will kick eminence grise, one Aloysius
themselves for ever having let him Clough, orchestrating French's
go: it is a masterpiece. Rarely are drama from the bowels of British
so many popular conceptions of intelligence. Clough, head of an
"good reading" combined under entity called the Science Service
one cover. Throughout the book, (or SS, as it is affectionately called
the reader is forced to agree with by insiders), clearly personifies the
its main character that he is stupid informal network of governmen-
to fall for every trap that is laid for tal control which actually exists
him. If he had read the last year's around British scientific research
selection of condensed books he today. Called the Aldermaston

.could probably have avoided at group, this body effectively con-
least half of them. trols through funding or access to

Yet, in the interstices of the research data, the outcome of all

simplistic plot, the author has re- scientific research in Britain.
veiled a more significant story:
the top-down control of scientific The Jesuit Connection
research in Britain by an apparent- Clough, a trained Jesuit who re-
ly secret establishment, cruits his aides from aJesuit school

The year is 1983. Europe's fu- network nicknamed "the Con-
. sion project, JET, has been proven nection," is in fact the falsifier of

a failure, and the British govern- French's data and the operative
ment has pulled its funding from who at every turn pushes French
the European program to fund its toward the Soviets. as a way of
own fusion program, headed by solidifying his control over the
Dr. Michael French, and known Icarus project.
by the code-name Icarus. French, Clough, by his own admission

• | . .

bored middle-aged scientist, pan- carried out a similar function dur-
ics when he finds out his data has ing World War II when he or-
been falsified and falls prey to chestrated the operation against
Soviet enticements in the form of Niels Bohr and Hitler's nuclear

a beautiful, would-be Sovie.t dis- program. Even more significantly,
sident, to lure him to the Soviet the author credits Clough with
Union to complete his project, having psychologically destroyed
When the Soviets double-cross Rudolph Hess. Clough's task, a
him, French turns fugitive from mission actually carried out by Dr
his own government as well as the John Rawlings Rees, a director of
Soviets and his efforts, aided by an the Tavistock Clinic in London, ....
ex-British commando, to outwit was to brainwash Hess after r

them both, get the girl, and save Churchill had lured him to Britain !•
the Icarus project from the basis of as Hitler's emissary to initiate
this stock plot. peace negotiations.

Despite its apparent predicta- --Pam Goldman
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LETTERS +

j ._ i_i m
Continuedfrompage5 + ' ' I
Fact-Finding Bureau, is under the

top-down, control of the British CoJ_f_,.e, _monarchy s oligarchical agents• Poe ,, ce Call
This fact is personified by Fact-
Finding Bureau head Irwin Suall, To the editor:
who is documentably an agent of I think Campaigner readers will be interested in the following
the British Fabian Society and the letter I have sent to the Baltimore News American:
British Special Operations Execu-
tive. Suall has one of the ugliest "In a recent edition of your newspaper you carried an article
track records of operations in the by the head of the Baltimore Edgar Allan Poe Society which
service of Her Majesty's intelli- claimed that there were only two people alive who trulyunderstand the American poet Poe.
gence bureau since his days as a "This article was written in response to one by Tom Nugent
top operative for the Socialist Par-
ty and the Young Peoples' Social- which repeated many of the standard slanders against EdgarAllan Poe.
ist League. "It is clear from the content of this article that neither

The relevant information
about Suall has been documented Nugent nor the current head of the Poe Society is one of them.

elsewhere. I would just conclude Their portrayal of Poe as a loner or alcoholic was disproven
years ago.

by noting that the Suall dossier "As someone who has been hard at work on a new study of

leads us to those circles in Israel, Poe, I deeply resent the continued slandering of a true American
both in the government and outside it, hero.

• who are infact fully complicit with
the international dope traffickers. "I, along with several associates, have chosen the city ofBaltimore in which to hold an event celebrating Poe in early
Again ironically: only weeks be-
fore Dr. Petuchowski authored his spring. We hope that members of the academic community, as

letter, Meyer Lansky was granted well as other interested parties, will join us in clearing his nameonce and for all."
a visa by Israel's Interior Ministry, Allen Salisbury
which has become infamous as a New York City
safehouse for organized crime bp-

erauons. Allen Salisbury is a member of the Executive Committee of the

Mark Burdman is the author of International Caucus of Labor Committees. Salisbury was raised in
"Restoring Israel's Moral Purpose," Baltimore, Md., the city where Poe began his literary career. He is
"Jews With Hot Money, "and "Why preparing a portion of his study of Poe'spoliticaland literary activityfor
Are America's Jews Fallingfor Jabo- the Campaigner.
• kr?" of Catms in recent issues the m- , , , '

pmgner. HellenizedJews of the first centu- retic." In fact, Philo ought to be
ry, without the reader of his writ- viewed by Jews today as the very

Mr. Dreyfuss replies: ings quite knowing that he was founder of modern Judaism and
being recruited into a new move- the father of today's Jewish com-Philo Judaeus, operating in a po-

litical climate in whicla bestiality ment to challenge the tyranny of munity.
was the rule, demonstrated his po- the Roman Empire. For that rea- Concerning Dr. Petuchows-
litical mastery and sense of the son, Philo did not reject the tradi- ki's reference to our use of the
diabolical in a manner befitting tion of Jewish scriptures and laws; name "rabbi" for Philo, it is used
that of Machiavelli, Cardinal Ri- instead, he gave them a new not in a technical sense but only in
chelieu, and other great practi- meaning, a n¢w interpretation, the sense of"teacher."
tioners of that art. Philo's political 'Nevertheless, Philo's quite
genius was to have spread a set of explicit efforts _to reinterpret the Robert Dreyfuss is the author of
Neoplatonic political and philo- heritage of Judaism in his own era "How Jesus and His Followers Saved
sophical principles almost surrep- have caused his detractors to de- Civilization," which appeared in the
titiously into the community of clare him "not Jewish" or a "he- August 1980 Campaigner. '
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Schiller and Culture b_ realism--which would go beyond what we al-
ready know and not just be a photographic picture?

Continuedfrom page43 For example, the discovery of space, the exploration
of Saturn, the development of the Third World. This

most beautiful language, and his plot was the most remained unanswered at the end of the conference.
intelligent. This proved that once it is presented to
them, young people tend to chose what is better. Campaigner: What have been the developments

They had such joy and fun in the actual perform- since the symposium? Do you have plans to expand
ance. They were not great artists, of course, they were this organizing activity to the u.S. ?
just fifteen-year-olds, but you could see how they HZL: Well, first, at the end of the conference people
tried to put themselves into the various roles. One of came up from everywhere to shake my hand, saying,
the big things about drama is that when people try to "keep up the good work." Others were going around
put themselves into the consciousness of a totally _reciting pieces of Schiller. That was the sense of it.
different person, it enlarges their horizons--especially We have already spun out several new events, a very
if they are trying to understand big ideas .... successful one in the Ruhr, and so forth. In other

words, it did not end--it was like a commitment that

Campaigner: :Because they have to learn what it this movement would be carried forward.
feels like to think those ideas. As for the U.S., I think at this point it would not
HZL" Right. So the performance made everybody be possible to repeat precisely the same thing here.
very joyous. It was one of the touches that was Neither the name of Schillerl nor the name of Poe,
absolutely necessary to prove the point. Their teacher Milton, or Shakespeare, has the same soul-effect. !
was just tremendous, a woman with such joy in don't think Americans would take any of these, or
educating young people and seeing the result, it was anyone else, as their national poet, with whom they
like a work of art in itself, attach the finest part of their humanity. In part it has

Then Peter Otten recited in the evening. I tell to do with the time people watch TV--I think TV is
you, at that point people were so carried away they the opposite of culture--but also with the fact that the
had tears in their eyes when he read Schiller's "Ninth U.S. consists of so many different nationalities. The
Letter on the Aesthetic Education of Man," reciting U.S. melting pot is a disadvantage at this point; but
it by heart. It was like a programmatic call to arms. the challenge would be to evoke the contribution of
The "Ninth Letter" is one of the most beautiful prose _all these different cultures.
works ever written. Everyone knew it was the plat- I think that the Reagan victory, whatever else it
form on which the entire conference had been organ- signifies, definitely shows the thirst of the population
ized, and when he finished he was so carried away he to get rid of these liberal-radical kooky alternative
had to step aside from the stage because he was so ideas. Americans are looking for some deeper mean-
moved. He had tears in his eyes: eighty-one year old ing in their lives, something that would give beauty
Benno von Wiese had tears in his eyes: and I had tears to their lives and meaning beyond their daily sorrows
in my eyes. We all three just stood there. And all the and so forth.
people there celebrated this great actor. The relics of the four-year Jimmy Carter horror

show are still here in the form of TV programs like

Campaigner: Let's go back to the question of cre- the "Jumpstreet" jazz show and things like it. Things
ating new works of art of the same classical quality as which take the most backward contributions of vat-
those of Schiller's day. How do you think this art ious nationalities and claim that this is American
could be reestablished? , culture. And then it is said, "We don't want people

HZL: Studying the great works of the past is abso- to be racists, so therefore white children should learn
lutely necessary, of course. But you know, Schiller jazz too." This is the precise opposite of culture. The
always said that art has to guide the times; that it classical approach is to take the highest standard of
cannot just reflect the times, but must pull them what every culture has produced, Cervant_ in Spain,
forward. Since the prese.nt is so rich--think how Rabelais in France, Milton in England, Dante in Italy,
many things are going on in the world!--to write a Schiller in Germany. This is the approach we must
drama that would go beyond this reality is a very haye, and we have planned conferertces for the spring
interesting problem. This is probably why all modern to begin the process.
dramatists have turned inward, to the small psycho-
logical problem analyzed in tiny facets. A future issue of the Campaigner will feature Helga

It's clear what the great issues of our time are, but Zepp-LaRouche's presentation to the Mannheim sympos-
how to present them in a drama which would not just ium on "The ClassicalAge and the Republic."
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